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GOLF COMES UP BIG
MEN WIN TOURNEY ·

1>

SGA hopefuls .
vow
. to .fight
block-tuition·
ntoventent

LOCAL INDIE ROCK

Men's hoops loses defensive leader.
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Struggle for accreditation
NAOMI RINGER & AMANDA SIDOR
Staff Writer & Coniributing Writer

A

shley Chavarria was
only a little nervous as
she bowed to the audience.
She looked at her group,
and on cue the ensemble
launched into its flute piece.

'

Full-time students will
have to pay for 15 credits
KATE HOWELL & MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer & StaffWriter

}

When this year's Student Government Association presidential candidates discuss lobbying for the student
body, block tuition inevitably surfaces.
The Florida Board of .Governors
endorsed block tuition last October.
The state legislature is now debating
it. Block tuition requires students to
pay a flat rate for 15 hours of classes,
whether they are enrolled in the classes or not.
President John Hitt and the Board
of Trustees have suggested that students be able to roll three of those
hours over to the summer session,
which solves one problem. Still, it
presents a challenge for students on
Bright Futures Scholarships, which
don't pay for summer classes. No final
plan has been decided as of yet.
All of the candidates vying for
SGA's top positions are adamantly
against block tuition.
"It's up to the student government
to take a stand against it as a whole,"
said McClain Woolsey, the vice presidential candidate running with Willie ·
Bentley, Jr. He said that while Hitt had
the "best plan out of all the universities in Florida," he and Bentley are still
planning extensive lobbying against
the idea as a whole.
They aren't the only ones. Keith
Rea, presidential candidate, and
Joshua Edmundson, vice presidential
candidate, plan to stand against block
tuition too. Edmundson has been "sitting ill" on the SGA Senate's Governmental Affairs Committee to help map
out a strategy against block tuition. He
also claims credit for locating $3,000
for legislative travel to lobby in Tallahassee.
Presidential candidate Pavan
Talakala and his running mate Winward Truitt were eager to jump aboard
the block tuition bandwagon. "We are
totally against block tuition," said
Talakala, who described the plan as an
"issue that's been burning across the
state." He said he would finish enlist- .
ing th~ help of other Florida schools to
take a united stand against the plan.
In addition to fighting block tuition,
the candidates had ideas on how to
alter the plan.
Talakala said that his ticket is willing to work with the university administration and the state 1egislature to
find a solution to the problems that
PLEASE SEE
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Chavarria, a music major, and 19 other students performed for a special music recital forum Tuesday afternoon. Their guests, members of the National Association
of Schools of Music, were on campus to review the Music
Department for accreditation renewal.
NASM members visited classes and individual lessons, met with the Music Department Chairman Johnny
Pherigo and held a students-only forum to get student.<;'
opinions on the music program. The Music Department
and other accredited programs at UCF have to renew
accreditation every six years.
Accreditation may be a term you've heard or read
about briefly in the UCF catalog, but many students don't
grasp the meaning of it.
Jessica Paul, who is majoring in exceptional education,
said she has heard of accreditation, but "[did] not know
the specifics."
Because UCF is accredited, your degree - no matter
what your major - is legitimate. This means you can
attend graduate school or transfer to another university
more easily than if you were attending a non-accredited
university.
Programs within the university, however, fall under
another type of accreditation: "specialized" or "programmatic." Think of it as an umbrella - UCF's accreditation
is more general and covers all programs or majors, but
underneath, your major may .not be an accredited program.
'
These majors
usually accredited by a professional
organization, made up of professors from other schools
and professionals in the business, according to Jamal F.
Nayfeh, associate dean of academic affairs for the College
of Engineering and Computer Science.
In fact, of the seven colleges in the university, only four
colleges have all of their programs accredited by a pro' fessional organization. They are. the College of Engineering and Computer Science, College of Education, College
of Business Administration and Rosen School of Hospitality Management.
Music and chemistry aie the only accredited programs in the College of Arts and Sciences, which is the
·
largest college at UCF.
Programs in other colleges, such as math or sociology,
are non-accredited - not because the department choos. es not to, but because there is no option to become
accredited.
"There ke no national organiZations that currently
accredit programs in sociology," said Ibrahim Ahmad,
chairman of the Department of Statistics and ActUarial
Science. "My own viewpoint is that it would be helpful
for the discipline if accreditation was a possibility, and I
would favor seeking accreditation if it becomes available
in the future."
On a broader scale, accreditation has two purposes. It
cari. create a level playing field, because it helps assure the
quality of education from one university to another.
It also identifies room for improvement. Universities
have to apply to an accrediting agency, which upholds the
standards for an education. The road t6 becoming
accredited isn't easy, either - the process takes initial
self-studies of students and faculty, visits from the accrediting agency and ongoing reviews of the school's
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John Alvarez,.a junior in the music program, plays 'Capricho Ara be' by Francisco Tarrega during yesterday's open music forum in the
Rehearsal Hall. The music program's accreditation board was on hand to watch the performance as part of the reaccreditation process.
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Skateboards go mainstream
Different set of
wheels alleviate
parking woes
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Mike Moraitis points'to a 'No Skateboards' sign. He says that skateboards are a convenient way to get around on c~mpus.

With a limited number of
spaces and the high price of
parking decals, skateboarding
is a popular way to get to class.
"UCF is notorious for not
having any parking," said freshman Mike Moraitis, who has
been skateboarding for more
than ll years. "Skateboarding is
a really good mode of transportation and it is really quick.
Not to mention , the terrain
around UCF is really good."
Others shun bicycles or the
on-campus shuttle for a boai:d.
"The biggest reason I ride my

skateboard around UCF is to
get to class," said David
Meives, a hospitality management major. "People complain
about walking; they don't realize how easy it is to skateboard."
The first step, says Meives,
is finding your balance. "Once
you get your balance down it is
so easy. When you first learn to
· skateboard, it is a fact, you will
fall. You will trip and fall and
people will see you. It only
really sucks when it h~ppens in
front of attractive girls,"
Meives said.
But an increasing number of
women can be s~en skateboarding around campus.
Freshman Leann Arceveaux
said, "Females can skateboard
just as well as guys can. It is
just like any other sport."
At first she was apprehensive , about being a female
skateboarder. "I was nervous at

first because I kept thinking
everyone would see me and go
'Stupid girl skaters can't skate,'
but I've heard from a lot of people that I picked it ·up a lot
quicker than most people," she
said. "I just had to find my
rhythm."
Meives, who has been skateboarding for more than a year,
said, "I was able to stand on the
board after the first day, but it
took me about a month to be
able to ride it."
According· to Moraitis, "It
also has a lot to do with your
mindset. You need to have that
confidence with your skateboard and be connected with
it. I've been skateboarding for
so long, it just feels natural."
Moraitis is on a skateboard
team and frequently competes
at various events.
But skateboarding isn't
PLEASESEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

The sound of music
A UCF Wmd Ensemble concert will be held at 7:30 p.m.
today in the VISual Arts Building Auditorium.
For more information, contact Richard Greenwood at 407823-2869.

A-fist
Omicron Delta Kappa, a
national leadership honor society, is taking applications from
students with an overall 3.2
GPA and at least 60 credit
hours. ·
Applications are due by 5
p.m. tomorrow in Classroom
Building I Room 302.
For more inform_ation, contact Stacey Lazenby at 407-8236492.
.
.

Fun 'n' games
The African American Student Union will host Community Fun Day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday at the UCF Recreational Services complex.
For more information, call
407-823-2450.

Concert hall
A concert by the UCF Symphony Orchestra will be held at
8 p.m. Saturday in the Visual
Arts Building Audito:t:ium.
For more information, contact Laszlo Marosi at 407-8235002.

Gospel Explosion
The African American Student Union presents Gospel
'Explosion at 7 p.m. Sunday in
the Student Union Pegasus Ballroom Room DEF.
For more information, e-mail
Mackenzie J0rdan or Leeona
Persaud at msc@mail.ucf.edu.

Higher education
Learn strategies and tips on
how to apply to graduate school
by attending a Graduate School
Planning Workshop at 1:30 p.m.
Monday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185.
For more information, contact Career Services & Experiential Learning at 407-823-2361.

Dancing through history course
Instructor O'Sh~a entertains shldents while teaching about the past

Class Act~
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

American History is a general education course where
half the students are usually
asleep. History is. in the past
and some students think it
should stay that way. However,
.if you are a student of Visiting
Instructor Deirdre O'Shea, 29,
this is not the case.
"There is no good or bad
way to teach. but I always liked
active teachers," O'Shea said.
"You have to stay awake in the
class because your ~yes are
moving."
To call ber an active
teacher would be a suitable
description. In the classroom,
O'Shea moves and botlnces
around from the left . to the
right, speaks loudly, promotes
respectful discussions and
sometimes even performs a
little dance.

"It's better for students to
think I'm crazy. It's a good way
to interact with students, it
makes history easier for them,
and it makes the class more
lively," O'Shea said.
O'Shea teaches American
History 2010, which covers the
period from the early
colonists through 1877. She
also teaches American History 2020, which picks up from
1877 and continues to the present day.
. O'Shea was born and raised
in ..Chicago, Ill. Her family
moved 'to Florida when she
was young, because her father
wanted to start a .family business.
O'Shea first came to UCF
to receive her bachelor's
degree in history. She then
went on to graduate school to
receive her master's degree.
She's been teaching at UCF for
.about three and a half years,
but she hopes to stick around
for a while. "I.wanted to stay at
this level. I didn't want to go
into high school teaching. I

don't want to be in a job I have
to slug away at; this is something I enjoy," O'Shea said.
For O'Shea, the experiences
teaching at UCF have really
paid off. "When some of my
students get really involved, it
makes it really exciting. When
you have a good class, you feel
like tou have accomplished
something," O'Shea said.
And her students agree.
According to freshman Raquel
Lopez, who is currently in
O'Shea's · 2020 class, "She
makes learning fun through
her passion for wanting students to learn and care for her
subject as much as she does."
It was a teacher who first
inspired O'Shea to begin
teaching. "I had a teacher that
made me fall in love with history and all the analysis that
goes with it," O'Shea said.
And although it's a difficult
task to make students like history, O'Shea does the best she
can with her students, and
tries to keep in touch with
them. "I have a lot of students

that are repeaters that I had in
my 2010 class last semester
that are in my 2020 class this
semester. It does help to make
things more comfortable,"
O'Shea said.
Time not spent in the classroom is spent going horseback
riding. "I've been riding since I
was 8 · years old. The first
horse my family ever bought
we still have today, and he's 24
years old. The one I have,
Nicolas, is 12 years old,"
O'Shea said.
Future plans for O'Shea
include getting her doctorate
and starting a family. For now,
O'Shea will remain at UCF,
welcoming all those students
trying to complete their general education classes.
Added Lopez, an engineering major, "Even though her
class isn't really for my major,
it's a good experience for me
to know that there are teachers out there that bring excitement to subjects like American history that many people
fmd boring/'

President: Skateboarding is·a
'fast, easy way to get to class'
FROM

Al

always a smooth ride. It1takes
time to learn, and you have to
put forth an effort into getting
!t right. If not, injuries can
happen.
"The worst injury I've had
· is a broken ankle and some
sprained ligaments. I've actually even broken seven to nine
different boards," Moraitis
said.

Sean DeHecker, president
of the Skateboarding Club at
UCF, said what worries him is
that_skateboarding is becoming a fad. ·~lot of people dress
like they skateboard but they
really don't."
With all the skateboarders
around campus, it's hard not
to want to jump on a board
and skate with them. "I've
never met a person who hasn't
· wanted to learn to skateboard," Moraitis said. "Either I

ask them or they'll tell me that
they want to do it, that they
want to try it. Nobody has ever
told me that they wouldn't
want to learn to skateboard. At
least, not to my face."
DeHecker summed up the
activity: "Skateboarding just
saves time. It's a fast way to get
to class and with skateboarding you are always learning.
You can progress at it, but it
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
does take time, effort and Freshman Mike Moraitis performs tricks on
pain."
his skateboard in front of the Student Union.

Police Beat

Honor roll student
Phi Eta Sigma National
Honor Society is looking for
freshmen applicants to join its
chapter. Students must have a
3.5 GPA in the fall semester and
have completed at least 12 credit hours.
Information sessions will be
held from 10:30 a.m. to 11;20 a.m.
Tuesday in the Classroom
Building I Room 319.
For more information, contact Stephen O'Connell at 407823-3789.

let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-447455() or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

To share is human; to get caught undivine
AMBER FOSTER
StaffWriter

~

straw and a white pow-
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Friends Brian Sessums
'ffi(t /f'<!/'ffJ/1 for cocaine.
and Frankie Echeverria
"1.~@p1!
Echeverria
was
spent the night of Feb. 5 in
charged with possession
jail together after UCF police
of cocaine and possession of
officers stopped them as they
cannabis under 20 grams. .His
bail was also set at $1,500.
left a Pegasus Landing apartSirabella was not charged
ment.
Officer Randy Sulter wit- with any crime.
nessed Sessums walk·toward
Echeverria and Sessums
his car with a beer bottle, but were transported to the
when Sulter reached the car Orange County jail, where they
Sessums claimed he did not posted bail and were released.
know what beer the officer
was talking about.
Hiding under the bed
Echeverria and Brian .SirChildcare · worker Jeffrey
abella were also in the vehicle. Williams Jr. was charged with
All of the men were patted trespassing and possession of
down for officer safety.
cannabis under 20 grams after
Sessums told Sulter he had an argument with his girlfriend
clonazepam pills (classified in turned physical Feb. 2.
the same family as Xanax and
Cpl. Paul White and officers
Valium). He was placed under Allen Darcey and Melissa Sanarrest and charged with pos- tomenno arrived at the Pegasession of the pills, a felony sus Pointe apartments after a
carrying a $1,500 bail.
call reporting a man pulling .a
Sulter found marijuana and woman by her hair into an
a small plastic box containing a ap~ent.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

cei; Amir Paymayesh stopped
them. He claimed that he saw
the no U-tum sign too late and
did not want to cause an accident.
According to the police
report, the smell of burnt
cannabis was very strong.
Officers Paymayesh and
Matthew Fazi searched the
vehicle and found 33 grams of
marijuana in a plastic bag
iriside of a purple Crown Royal
bag, an electronic scale, a multicolored glass pipe, a pack of
Newport cigarettes containing
burnt marijuana-filled cigars
and a metal container containTran.sporting goods ,
. Saint Cloud resident Joseph ing marijuana flakes.
In all, the vehicle contained
Elsebough was charged with
one count of possession ·of 41 grams of marijuana.
Elsebough told police that
cannabis over 20 grams, three
counts of possession of drug the drugs and paraphernalia
paraphernalia and a traffic were his and that Morales had
ticket after being pulled over no kr).owledge of their presfor an illegal U-tum Feb. 7.
ence.
He was transported to the
Elsebough and passeng~r
Yajaira Morales were traveling Orange County central booktoward Alafaya Trail on Uni- ing office where his bail was
versity Boulevard when Offi- set at $1,000.
The woman told the officers that she had a fight with
Williams, her boyfriend, and
tha~ she thought Williams had
left.
Darcey and White found
Williams hiding under a bed
inside the apartment and
handcuffed him. They also
found that he had a trespassing
warrant from April 24, 2004,
and had marijuana in his pocket.
He was transported to the
Orange County Jail. The victim
did not press chargt;'s.

.
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Authorities: Orlando teacher
taught students to make bombs

ORLANDO - A high
school chemistry teacher was . •
arrested · after
students
claimed he taught his class
how to make a bomb, authori•
,ties said.
David Pieski used an overhead projector in class to give
instructions in making explosives to students at Freedom
High School, including advising them to use an electric
detonator to stay clear from •
the blast, an Orange Councy
sheriff's arrest report said.
In Pieski's classroom in
Orlando, authorities found a
book labeled "Demo," which
includes the chemical breakdown for a powerful explo•
sive, the arrest report said.
. One student said he set off
an explosive device at a golf
· course on Jan. 6 and videotaped it, an arrest warrant
said. The videotape shows an
explosion, and the voice of a
young man can be heard •
shouting, authorities said.
Pieski was charged with
possessing or discharging a
destructive device and culpa- •
ble negligence.
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Deliberations begin in trial of
defrocked Baltimore priest

Ahealthy intervention
The Counseling Center is
putting together a presentation
on how to help a friend or a
loved one O'l'ercome eating disorders. The presentation will be
held at 7 p.m. Mon,day in the
Student Union Key West Room
218A
For more information, contact Andrew Blair at 407-8232811.

Nation &World

BALTIMORE - Jurdrs
began deliberations Wednesday following closing arguments in the trial of a former
priest accu.s ed of sexually
molesting an altar boy, who
shot the cleric on a city street
a decade after the alleged
abuse.
Maurice Blackwell, 58, who
did. not testify, faces up to 60
years in prison if convicted of
molesting Dontee Stokes, 29,
who served home-detention
on a gun charge for attacking
the former Roman Catholic
priest.
In their closing arguments,
defense attorneys portrayed
Stokes as a disturbed young
man who made up the allegations to deal with a sexual
identity crisis, and the prosecution called him a vulnerable
victim preyed upon by a trusted father figure.
Defense attorney Kenneth
Ravenell told jurors Stokes
had homosexual tendencies
and was "willing to lie" to pr~
tect the secret of his sexual
identity.

•

•
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New 'home for homeless in
Washington thanks to church
KIRKLAND, Wash. - The
homeless people of what's
been dubbed "Tent City 4"
will move to a site near trendy
downtown Kirkland after the
Kirkland
Congre~ational
Church/ United Church of
Christ voted overwhelmingly
Sunday to welcome thein.
The Tent City, with 46 resi~ents, is sponsored by locaj
nonprofit groups. It needed to
move immediately because a
90-day term for an encamp,
ment at St. John Mary Vianney Catholic Church was
expiring.
.
The
Congregational
church is three blocks from
downtown Kirkland. The
Woodindale Unitarian Universalist Church, located in a
rural area outside town, had
PLEASE SEE
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407-441-7793
Brand New Office!
Dr. Tiffany TaylorJ
formerly located on UCF Campus

..

Optometrist Owned & Operated

•Advanced
Diagnostics
• Digital Imaging
•Huge Designer
Frame Selection
• Prices Fit Every
Budget
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3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando
(3 lights South of University, 2 lights North of Colonial)
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Four schools accredited on campus
FROM
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progress, according to the
Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CHEA) Web
site.
Perhaps the biggest benefit
is that as students of an accredited university, UCF students
are able to receive federal aid
toward tuition. It may be a hassle to fill out the FAFSA every
year, but it may be more of a
'frustration not to have the
·opportunity.
Students are allowed to
.apply for federal student loans,
·grants
or
scholarships
(through FAFSA) only if the
·school is accredited by an
·agency accepted by the U.S.
Department of Education.
UCF, as a whole, is accredited
·under the Southern AssociaMICHEAL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
.tion of Colleges and Schools. 'Matthew Colwell, a sophomore, plays his tenor saxophone in his part of a song by the composer Alexander Glazounov during the music forum.
This type of accreditation is
also known as institutional · not worry about whether they grams choose to undertake this vision and journalism accredit·accreditation.
will be accepted to graduate 'rigid process?
ed as early as 2006. Accredited
The College of Engineering school based on whether or not
"[Accreditation] is a seal ,of programs are "eligible with
·and Computer Scien_c e can their program is accredited.
approval," Pherigo said. "[It] more foundations to write
boast its own accreditation.
Florida State University does not mean that the Music grants and be eligible to get
After its renewal in July 2003, Graduate Admissions Coordi- Department is perfect, but it them," she said
all undergraduate programs nator Kay Hollis said, "If you get does mean that the program
But. getting money isn't
received
the
maximum a degree from UCF, [which] is adheres to certain standards always easy. "It's · a long
accreditation ,_ six years regionally accredited, we won't that are accepted as important process," Shaver said. It takes
from the Accreditation Board distinguish between an accred- to having high-quality music about two years to become
.COLLEGE GRAD REBATE:
for Engineering and Technolo- ited program and a non-accred- programs."
accredited, she said.
·
gy. Although the college will ited program."
· Increased funding may be
Pherigo said he did not know
We'll lay an extra S500 on you toward the purchase of any exhilarating new Mazda, as
not be up for another renewal
And if you're thinking about another benefit, according to if accreditatiQn increased
long as you'll graduate within the next six months or two years (depending on degree
until 2008-2009, Nayfeh said going out-of-state, most gradu- Mary Alice Shaver, director of chances for music scholarships
program)-or you have graduated within the past two. And that's even on the all·new
the process of maintaining ate admissions agree that it the unaccreditctd Nicholson or grants. Accreditation does
MAZDAJ. The car that delivers so much for so little, it'll make you rethink what's possible.
"'quality control" is ongoing.
. won't hold you back, according School of Communication, not always play a part in
407·681-2222 • crogers@classicmazda.com •HWY 436 BETWEEN
COLONIAL DRIVE & UNIVERSITY BLVD NEXT TO CLASSIC NISSAN !-+-"-~-<
He also agrees there are "no to· University .of California- which is planning to undergo a whether a student receives
disadvantages" becalise it cre- Berkeley and Ohio State gradu- process that could see the extra scholarships because it
ates "consistency" in the pro- ate admissions advisers.
school's programs in advertis- may be more about the individgrams.
Then why do some pro- ing/public relations, radio/tele- ual, rather than the program.
"For music schools, NASM
accreditation is very important
for the image of the department and recruiting faculty
and students," Pherigo said.
But not being accredited
WE oi:t.tVER!
·does not mean a program is
----,
.
any less accepted.
WE DELIVER!
For students thinking about
transferring to another school,
WE
enrollment in an accredited
WE DELIVER!
,program can make the transi. - WE~;;:;.·~VE_R_!--•T•'
tion smoother, but it doesn't
--~ -~ -guarar1tee all their credits will
WE DELIVER!
University House, the leader iri student
_. ' --- .
be accepted. "Decisions about
WE DELIVER?
transfers of credit are made at
apartment communities, has created a unique
the local level by colleges and
WE DELIVER!
scholarship opportunity for qualified,
universities," the CHEA Web
site states.
enthusiastic students who are selected to
Graduating students should
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become a University House Maverick.

WIBIJ

• Serve as the "Go-to-Person" for the Community
• Plan and manage Resident Activities
•Assist with Leasing Office Management

Loving Families are
Waiting to Adopt

You'll gain _experience in Real Estate, Hospitality,
Customer Service, and Business Management.

Let us help
you with living
expenses, medical
expenses, counseling, ,
and the attention you deserve.

Plus, you'll get a FREE ROOM FOR ONE YEAR.
No rent. ·No utilities. No brainer.
!be Leader IRStudent Apartment Commun ilies

University.House on Alafaya • 12024 Royal Wulff Lane• 407-277-4007
College Station • 12100 Renaissance Court • 407-273-5151

Attorne S. Brenner

·~

.,,.

The

2 .nd

A'nnual showcase

the,

Hosted by· the uc Divasfon af Graduate Studies, ~d
Graduate Student ssociation, t:he·G raduatt Researffi Fo1mm
will include poster displays and oral presentations of student
research and creatife projects. ·Th.• e for. um is open to UCF
graduate students mall disciplines and tile community is
welcome to attend.
The submission d adline is Februacy 8, 2005'.J-

Visit www.gra . uate.ucf.edu for details.

Research

Higher EduCation

•

Nation &World

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Sprinklers quickly
extinguish dorm fire
MADISON, N.J. - Automatic sprinklers quickly
knocked ~own a•fire in a
dorm room at Drew University, preventing anyone from
being injured.
A 2000 fire in a Seton
Hall University dorm killed
three students and injured
scores of others, leading to
legislation requiring sprinklers in all college dorm
rooms in New Jersey.
Madison Fire Department Capt. Lou DeRosa said
Monday night's fire easily
could have become as dangerous as the Seton Hall
blaze had it not been for the
sprinklers.
Morris County Prosecu~
tor Michael Rubbinaccio
said the fire was caused by a
student smoking a cigarette.
/

Colorado campuses spent
thousands on liquor items
BOULDER. Colo. - The
four University of Colorado
campuses spent more than
$508,000 at liquor establishments and on related supplies during. the last five
years, a sum that an official
in the State Auditor's Office
said was beyond accepted
practices for a public agency, .
a newspaper reported Saturday.
.
'
The state's flagship university outspent Colorado
State University in Fort
Collins and Greeley's University of Northern Colorado, according to an analysis of university records by
the Rocky Mountain News.
CSU spent $25,380 during
the past four fiscal years,
while UNC spent $1,771 on
alcohol last year.

Students find way to help
immigrant workers
ST. LOUIS - When
Washington University students realized that some
immigrant workers on the
St. Louis campus were struggling to communicate, they
put a unique twist on community service.
Rather than step off campus to find a place to be of
help; they began a volunteer
program at the university.
Immigrant
university
staffers who want to
improve their English can
meet individually with
about 45 student volunteers
who offer help in reading,
writing and even conversation skills.
The program is called
Teach English as a Second
Language.

College major prepares
for international disasters
LINCOLN, Neb. - Lincoln college has a new inter~ational rescue and relief
program.
By graduation, the 30odd students in the program
will have learned to survive
in a Venezuelan jungle,
mount a Colorado whitewater flood rescue and fight a
fire in a Third World country. The major, believed to be
the first of its kind in the
United States, is designed to
teach students how to help
during international crises
such as December's Indian·
Ocean tsunami.
The Seventh-day Adventist school started the program in August.
As word of the new program leaked out, students
from across the country
began calling.

' Kentucky clinic
doubles as classroom'
As ·part-of a class, firstyear Kentucky medical students take patients' histories, often seeing end-stage
heart disease and diabetes
left untreated for decades at
a neighqorhood clinic.
After
interviewing
patients, students present
the cases to physicians who
volunteer their time. The
physicians are mostly UK
faculty members, but residents also help out.
Second-year students
learn how to be a clinic coor-dinator, how to set up referrals for social programs, _
how to manage patients
with very limited technological support, how to set up a
lab and keep samples appropriately and how to get free
medications for patients.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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need of more aid for the maintenance of the animals, including these baby big cats.
FROM A2

also voted Si.inday to invite the
Tent City-to relocate there, but
the homeless residents took a
vote and chose the Congregational site.

Police: Man shot at
workers, hit their truck

Ahmad Chalabi, said , Ali
Hashim al-Youshaa, an alliance
leader who attended the meetings. The vote is expected Fri~
. day.
Both candidates were
expected to present their political agendas and priorities to
alliance members before the
vote, al-Youshaa said.
The failure to reach a consensus revealed cracks within
the coalition, which consists of
10 major parties backed by Shiite religious leader Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani. Hayder alMousawi, Chalabi's spokesman,
denied there was a serious
problem.

NORTH PORT - A 64year-old man got so angry at a
pair of grout workers who
showed up seven hours lat~ that
he got his gun and took a shot at
their truck, police said.
Agron Henci told police he
was defending himself because
he felt threatened after an argl.1. ment with the men Monday.
But officers charged him with Greenspan urges slow approach
two counts of attempted mur- - to privatizing Social Security
der and took him to jail, where
WASHINGTON - Federal
he remained Wednesday with a Reserve
Chairman ·Alan
$100,000 bond.
Greenspan on ' Wednesday
Henci told officers that he urged a go-slow approach on
ordered the men to leave after personal
Social
Security
they showed up at 3:45 p.m. to accounts, saying that while he
do a job that was promised at 9 embraces the idea central to
a.m. One ofthe workers became President Bush's proposed
angry, called him names_and overhaul, he is concerned about
kicked his front door, he said.
stability in financial markets.
The men told police Henci
"If you are going to move to
got the gun and threatened to private accounts, which I
kill them. As they were leaving, approve of, you have to do it in
Henci appeared in the driveway a cautious, gradual way,"
with the gun and shot at the Greenspan said in response to
truck. They drove off and called iritense questioning from both
police, who noted the . bullet Republicans and Democrats in
hole and arrested Henci.
an appearance before the Senate Banking Committee.
PBS chief under fire for cartoon
Bush's proposal would allow
show with lesbian couple
workers under age 55 to divert a
WASHINGTON
Pat chunk of their Social Security
Mitchell, the Public Broadcast- taxes into voluntary', private
ing Service chief under fire for investment accounts.
spending public money on a
Greenspan repeated his call
cartoon show that also featured to Congress to take action to
a real-life lesbian couple, will shore up the massive entitlestep down when her contract ment programs of Social Security and Medicare. Those proexpires in June 2006.
Mitchell, the nonprofit net- grams face huge financial
work's fifth president and chief strains with the looming retireexecutive officer, also faced sig- ment of 78 million baby
nificant fund-raising chal- boomers in 2008.
lenges.
.
Bush said he has not ruled
She drew recent criticism out raising taxes on those who
from both liberals and conser- earn more than $90,000 a year .
vatives for Postcards From to help bolster Social Security's
Buster, in which the title charac- finances._ Under the current syster, an animated buiiny named tem, payroll taxes are paid only
Buster, traveled to Vermont. on the first $90,000 in wages.
Though the foCU:s was on farm
life and maple sugaring, the Gulf Breeze using decoy
episode, entitled "Sugartime," to stop speeders
,
featured an actual lesbian couGULF BREEZE - Lead-foot
ple.
drivers who hit the brakes when
Newly appointed Education they see a police car cruising
Secretary Margaret Spellings this Pensacola suburb may not
contended that the episode did have been in danger of getting a
not fulfill the intent Congress ticket anyway.
had in mind for programming
To slow traffic and deter
and said many parents would reckless driving, this city of
not want children exposed to 6,189 residents is having home- ·
. such lifestyles.
makers, business people and
retirees drive police cars on its
Shiite leaders disagree on prime
streets at the speed limit. The
minister, will hold secret ballot
volunteer patrols can't write
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Leaders tickets or make arrests, but let
of the Shiite political alliance police increase their visibility
that won Iraq's election failed to without expanding the 19-memagree on a single nominee for ber department.
Paulding compared the citiprime ministei; Wednesday,
with the two candidates insist- zen patrols to neighborhood
ing on a vote by the alliance's crime watch groups, but in this
140 parliamentarians, officials case the volunteers drive real
said.
·
patrol cars with emergency
After meeting for hours with lights, radar and radios. The
Shiite cleric and politician cars are high-mileage cruisers ·
Abdel-Aziz al-Hakim, members . that are kept as spares, so about
of the United Iraqi Alliance the only cost is fuel, the chief
agreed to hold a secret ballot to said.
choose between two former
exiles, Ibrahim al-Jaafari and
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Celebrming undergradu<Jte research and creutivity <1cross the curriculum.

t

this is
my life
I like to sit in coffeehouses
drinking cup after cup of
regular, no decaf! I like music indie rock, punk rock, EMO,
which is a contemporary folk
kinda deal. I'm constantly
checking out what's going on
around town - that way I do
exactly wh51t I like.

COFFEE HOUSES
MUSIC REVIEWS
EVENTS & FESTIVALS

I

Substantial
scholarships

will be
awarded

tD the

The SHOWCASE OF UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
EXCELLENCE is a poster-format forum for UCF
undergraduates to present current and recently
completed research and creative projects to the entire
• ·
university community.
Undergraduates from all disciplines-from engineering
to the life sciences, from visual arts to theatre-who are
or have been engaged in significant research and creative
projects are invited to apply to the 2005 SHOWCASE,
to be held Friday, April 15 at the Student Union, Pegasus
Ballroom. Deadline for applications is 5 p.m. Friday,
March 11 , 2005.

best

Showcase

projects.

For more information regarding eligibility, the online application process,
and selection criteria, please visit

Pick up a fresh, new Calendar in the
Orlando Sentinel every Friday.

I OriandoSentinel.com

www.undergraduatestudies.ucf.edu/research/home.. html
or call the Office of Undergraduate Studies, 407 -823-4197.
~ 2005
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Battleground moves to Tallahassee
FROM

Al

caused block tuition to be discussed. "We're not just going
to oppose it, we want to find a
solution," Talakala said.
Bentley and Woolsey are
also willing to find common
ground. McClain said they
would "look into having an
option" for non-traditional students.
Rea and Edmundson, who
described block tuition as
"completely wrong," gave an .
example of a . ·single mom
working her way through
school. They said that for students like her, block tuition
would guarantee a late graduation, if she managed to graduate at all. "We'd offer an alternative, more classes and core
classes every semester," Rea
said.
Knowing what the students
want is at the core of a successful lobbying campaign.
Rea and Edmundson plan to
creat~ an effective polling system.
"You don't want to be lobbying blindly," . Edmundson
said. They criticized SGA's current Web site, saying information can easily come out of the
system but that there is no
avenue for the students to send
opinions in.
Talakala and Truitt also leveled critiques at the current
SGA Web site. They outlined a
plan where students would be
able to commuri.icate with the
administration via online polls
set up on the site and
https:/ / my.ucf.edu and kiosks
scattered around the Student
Union. "This is a key aspect to
getting what the students
want," Truitt said.
Woolsey also discussed
plans to place a ·link on
MyUCF to a site where students could fill out an advocacy form. He said SGA could
then go on with lobbying
"armed with the actual opinion
of our students."
·
Both the Talakala and Truitt
team and the Bentley and
Woolsey team want to shift
SGA around to further facilitate lobbying.
Bentley said that he wanted
to creat_e a position solely
devoted to finding out what
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
issues students are concerned Presidential candidates Sens. Keith Rea and Josh Edmundson pose in front of the Reflecting Pond, top. SGA Director of Governmental Affairs
with and what .services they McC!ain Woolsey and SGA Vice President Willie Bentley, Jr. are on the left and former Sen. Pavan Talakala and Winwood Truitt are on the right.
want. "It's really easy to sit
down with a group of student for that student."
According to Edmundson, · ensure that we reach out to
leaders and fight what issues
Talakala said he wanted to by not displaying numorous local businesses."
they want," Bentley said. "We expand the scope of the Gov- small campaign signs and creBentley and Woolsey also
don't want that."
ernmental Affairs Committee. ating "possible litter" they are want to reach out to local busiBentley later backtracked, "We want to have GAC work "holding true" to a campaign nesses, but for a different pursaying that he wasn't totally more practically with the legis- they describe as focusing on pose. "We want to push for a
certain if this would require lature."
the "beautification ofUCF."
lot more UCF presence in the
creating a new position or if
As for Talakala and Truitt, community,". Bentley said. He
Each team has its own pet
the responsibilities of the chief lobbying projects:
they want to gain the students' described UCF as a "big presstudent advocate could simply
In addition to block tuition, votes by increasing the -yalue ence" and said it "should have
be enhanced.
Rea and Edmundson want to of their UCF cards. As far as some say on community .
Bentley summed up the lobby for the environment and Talakala is concerned, there is issues."
duty of the Student Advocacy more money for recycling. no reason why student shouldWoolsey agreed, saying that
Unit as representing "any issue While working toward this n't get more discounts at local UCF contributes about $4 bila student has, even if it's in goal, they have started a line of businesses and attractions. lion and provides a pool of job
direct contrast with the admin- communication with the Phys- "Being a UCF student is a priv- · applicants to the neighboring
istration. It's their job to fight ical Plant.
ilege," he said. "We want to communities.

Looking for a
GREAT vet?
UCF students,
staff, faculty
and alumni!
*Must present valid UCF 1.0.
Valid only at Oviedo location.

·Scott Swetnam, DVM
'

..

Chief of Staff

Jacqueline Narayansingh, DVM
Veterinarian

phone: 407-359-7831 • fax: 407-359-7528
www.banfield.net

1115 Vidina Place Suite 195
Oviedo, FL 32785.
Across from the Oviedo Marketplace
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for years, is now being
replaced by a relatively new
liquid-based pap smear called
the Thin Prep.
Both the pap smear and the
Thin Prep collect cells from
the cervix, which are later
screened for pre-cancerous
and
cancerous changes of the
cl •
cervix.
The method of collection is
the same, but the way the lab
)
transports and prepares the
test has changed.
The Thin Prep provides an
abundance of clearly defined
)
cells that are of much higher
quality than those collected
from the conventional pap
smear, therefore giving us
)
MAUREEN HARMONresults that are more accurate.
SCHAEFER ARNP
If the Thin Prep is abnorUCF Health Services
mal, another test approved by_
J
Can you provide me with the FDA in 2003 can be perinformation on the new liquid- formed on the same sampling.
based pap test and human This is quite revolutionary,
and screens for the DNA of the
papilloma virus screening? .
human
papilloma
virus
About 50 years ago, a (HPV), which is now known to
screening test for cervical can- be the primary cause of cervicer was developed. This cal cancer and abnormal pap
' ) screening tool is called the smears.
"pap test."
This HPV screen can also
Its use led to a 75-percent be done without doing a Thin
1 reduction in the incidence of
Prep.
cervical cancer. The convenBesides identifying those
tfonal pap smear - which is women who are positive for
recommended for all women HPV, it can also determine
) over the age of 18 or who are which of these women have
sexually active, during their high or low risk types of HPV.
annual ob-gyn exam - which
This information, along
has been the "gold standard" with the recently released cer) fior cerv1c
"al cancer screenmg
.
vical cancer screening guide-

.

•••

lines, Will help us decide who
requires further evaluation or
more or less frequent cervical
cancer screening.
·
This is extremely important to us so that we can target
women who are at increased
risk for cervical cancer and
develop an early intervention
strategy for women at high
risk for cervical cancer. It
allows us to suggest mdre frequent cervical cancer screening before the cells become
pre-cancerous or cancerous.
Conversely, if these tests
are normal, one may need to
be screened less often.
What is HP.V?
First, I would like to give
you some good news. Cervical
cancer is a preventable cancer.
As I stated before, it is now
known that .the primary cause
of cancer of the cervix is the
HPV.
High-risk types of HPV
cause 93 to 100 percent of cancer of the cervix. HPV is a sexually transmitted virus and is
considered the most common
sexually transmitted infection
in the sexually active population.
Apparently, 75 percent of
the sexually active population
has been: exposed to this virus,
whether they know it or not.
There are more than 100 types
ofHPV.
It is a skin cell virus that can
cause common warts on our
hands and feet.

Approximately 30 types are
fotind in and around the anal
and genital tract of females
and males.
Vnfortunately,
approximately 15 are considered highrisk types. These high-risk
types have the potential of
causing cancer of the cervix
and the genital tract.
Fortunately, HPV is usually
a transient infection in young
women under 30.
It also takes a persistent
high-risk type ofHPV to cause
pre-cancerous and cancerous
changes of the genital tract.
Fortunately for us, our
amazing immune system
fights off the virus. And, for
most women who remain
monogamous, the virus clears
the body and the abnormal
changes on our the pap return
to normal. High-risk types
usually cause no visible
. changes.
. Some women will develop
visible warts on the genital or
anal area, but these -are usually
caused by low-risk types of
HPV.
Some women may develop
vulvar, vaginal or anal cancer
caused by high-risk strains of
HPV.
Look forward to the next
"Ask a Doc" article for a brief
overview of the new Cervical
Cancer Screening Guidelines..

Restaurants and
more to your door
Choose from the following options:

Wing Zone
Natura Coffee &Tea
Pita Pit
· Firehouse Subs
Pie in the Sky
Devaney's
Little Apple Deli
Duffy's Subs
Uno's Chicago Grill
Wild Biean Cafe
Huey Magoo's
Smoothie King
Fusian Sushi & Japanese Eatery
We also offer a wide selection of Wine, Beer, Tobacco
and many other Convenience Store Products.

E·mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Delivery and store hours 7 days a week.
- - Menus Available Online! - - -

Call (407) 875-CAPS or visit
WWW.KNIGHTCAPS.COM for more info.

-~iel

Located in the University Center on Dean and University Blvd.
behind Firehouse Subs. *You must be at least 21 years old to order
Alcoholic beverages arid 18 years old to order tobacco products. ·

AND.YOU MAY GET YOUR TEXTBOOKS FREE

UCF BOOKSTORE TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIP
Write a 250 word essay explaining "If I were a book, my title .w ould be~ ....
and you have a chance to win free textbooks. There will be two scholarships
awarded per college. Winners are c~ose.n by the Bookstore Advisory Committee
and will be notified via telephone. There will be an award ceremony for all winners.
Deadline for Fall 2006/Spring2006/Summer2006 Scholan;hip is Monday March 21, 2005 by 7:00pm.

Applicant Criteria
,

.

-3.0 GPA
-Resume
-Attached degree audit

•

Bookstore
Your On-cainpus Store

-Enrolled in 12 credit hours (Undergraduate)
-En'rolled in 9 hours (Graduate)
,
-Stapled Cover Letter (provided from the UCF Bookstore)
4000 Central.Florjda Blvd.' Orlando, Florida 3281~ Phone (407) 823-2665 .Fax (407) 823-6282
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Title hunt
closing in
for women
Two wins for Roberts
and Co. means crown
Senior Staff Writer

PLEASE SEE

•

ac

MATT DUNAWAY
With two wins this weekend, the
UCF women's basketball team can
clinch the A-Sun regular season title
for the third consecutive season.
The Knights are 12-1 since the
beginning of 2005, and received a
vote in this week's USA Today Top
25poll.
"We're excited
about getting some
national recognition,
but there is still work
to be done," Coach
Gail Striegler said.
"We are playing
some good basketball right now, but Roberts
we can't get too
comfortable. Teams are gunning for
us right now, especially the two
coming in this weekend."
UCF (15-7, 13-2 A-Sun) has
already secured a spot in the A-Sun
championship with five games
remaining in the regular season,
while Campbell and Gardner-Webb
are fighting for their tournament
lives.
·
"We are focused right now on
getting that No. 1 seed," Striegler
said. "This week the team has had
some strong practices, and I think
they are locked in right now to
achieving that goal."
·
Guard Celeste Hudson is averag.:.
ing 11.9 points per game, and is coming off tying a career-high pouring
in a 28-point performance at Georgia State on Feb. 10.
"When Celeste is hot, teams
begin ~o key on her," Striegler said
after the Georgia State victory on .
last Thursday. ''.And that opens up

•

.....

ain
With Avant out for
the season, the men
must step up for him
Someone needs to call for pest control at the UCF Arena.
There's been an _outbreak of the
injury bug all season.
Will Bakanowsky missed time
because of concussions. Justin Rose was
out with a leg irijury. Gary Johnson had
a bout with the flu, and Josh Peppers has
a nagging back pain.
"It's very frustrating," junior forward
Anthony Williams said. "We really
haven't been 100 percent since we started. Right now we're kind of getting used
to being crippled."
·
Through all of the health-related
adversity, it seemed like the Knights'
ironman poster boy was Marcus Avant.
That is, until last week.
Last Thursday's win over Stetson
marked the first time in two seasons
that UCF men's basketball played without Avant. Saturday night's loss to Jack..:
sonville marked the second time the
Knights played without their senior forward. Prior to that game, Avant started
in every game this season. Now he
might not play again.
Suffering from bulging discs in his
back, Avant has been sidelined for at
least the remaining five games of the
Knights' regular-season schedule. Pend~
ing· a miracle,' he'll likely miss the
Atlantic Sun Confere~e tournament
come March. That's not good news for
the men. who look to Avant as a leader ,
both on and off the court.
"Not having him the last couple of
games, I really noticed how important
he was defensively," fellow senior Gary
Johnson said. "He helps and he recovers,
and that's really impprtant when you are
playing defense. His ·outside shooting,
he didn't take many shots, but he
knocked down the ones he did take. We
also miss him on the rebounds but we've
got to do the little things until he can
make it back"
The loss of Avant is a huge hit for the
injury-riddled Knights, who find themselves in a three-way tie for fourth pl~ce'
in the A-Sun standings. The men are a
half-game behind third-place Jacksonville and two games behind firstplace Gardner-Webb. With four conference games left on their schedule, the
Knights could potentially make a final
run for first place. Without Avant,
though, they'll be clawing for a tournament spot in conference standings
clouded with parity.
"He's experienced, and that's probably our biggest drawback," Assistant
Coach Tom Schuberth said of losing
Avant. "Leadership and experience are

-

Canseco's claims are as
big a joke as his career

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS .
Sports Editor

GRAMMY ON A9

'

Sports Editor

Any111oron
can write a
book lately

PLEASE SEE

•

ASHLEY BURNS

TOP ON A9

My buddy Stone asked me the
other day why I've been doing two
columns a week lately.
First, I told him that I'll do whatever I please and I smacked him in
the mouth. When he was done crying, I told him it's because I'm
bored. It's true. Two years into this
gig and not niuch has changed.
Writing about a winless football
team can make a guy stir crazy.
· So, to mix it up a little bit, I
thought I'd devote my Monday column (which, by the way, will never
be absent again due to fear oflosing
my life) strictly to my subject of the
·week and my Thursday column to a
saucy rant on the hot topics ofthe
week in sports and entertainment.
No topic is hotter, of course, than
Jose Canseco and his new book,
Juiced: Wild Times, Rampant 'Roids,
Smash Hits, and How Baseball Got
Big, which tells all about baseball's
steroid scandal.
I'll be hon~st, I was surprised this
oaf could even read, let alone write
an entire book. Is there a person
other than Canseco who looks like
he's devolving into a caveman more
and more each year? The worst
thing about Canseco is that he used
to be the man. There wasn't a bigger ,
name in the late '80s and early '90s.
But then, way before anyone
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WILLIAMS ON A9

Hoegberg leads
. men to win at home course
.

'

'

Lone seruor shines as men's golf wins Rio Pinar
Invitational by six strokes over rest of the field
ANDY VASQUEZ
· StaffWriter

Andreas Hoegberg has shown his
· young teammates a lot this year.
When they needed help adjusting
to college, he was there. When they
needed some tips on their golf game,
he showed them the way.
On Tuesday he showed them how
to finish at ~under-par, and 5-underpar for the tournament.
"I'm so proud of him," UCF Coach
Nick Clinard said. "It was a great experience for him to be in the heat of the
battle, especial,J.y to come out on top."
The victory was UCF's first since
capturing the Atlantic Sun Conference
championship in April of 2004 and the
Knights first on their home course
since March of 1990.
"It's huge for our confidence,'' Clinard said. "Winning breeds winning,
and success breeds success."
The only senior in the lineup this

Seniornien's

~~~~~:~:r:~~he-

Knights to their
first tournament
victory since the
Atlantic Sun
championship
last year.

week, Hoegberg led his four freshmen
teammates to victory on Tuesday with
a dazzling 4-under-par 68. The
younger players dealt with the pressure well, as the UCF men's golf team
maintained their 6-shot lead over
UNC-Wtlmingt9n after two rounds to
capture the title on its home course of
Rio Pinar.
In the process, Hoegberg, ranked
No. 38 in the nation. also captured his
first-ever collegiate medalist honors,
defeating two others in a playoff with
a birdie on the par-5 lOth hole. The victory likely won't be Hoegbei:g's last.
I "I really think that he can win any
tournament he chooses out there,"
said Clinard. "I look for him to win
again this spring."
Hoegberg, who trailed by four
shots entering the final round, got off
to a quick start on Tuesday, shooting a
5-under-par 31 on the front side. He
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Williams and Peppers important in the stretch
to expect more ·out of newcomers
Williams and Marcµs Johnson as
critical in these situations" leading imposing inside presences. More
up to a conference championship. than ever the Knights will also
"The guys that have stepped up depend on leading scorer Josh Pephave done a good job. I think you'll pers.
see a determined team the next ·
"We've got to get production
couple games."
from everybody on the floor," Gary
Avant, who transferred from Johnson said. "Justin Rose, he's going
Northwest Mississippi Communi- to come in and do some gooq things.
ty College prior to .last season, has Pep, we're going to need him to crash
been one of the men's standout the boards a little bit more. Everyleaders on defense over the past body's going to have to step their
two years, but it wasn't until this game up a couple more notches."
season that he became a breakout
The panic alarm hasn't yet been
offensive threat as well. In three sounded. Since Avant had not
consecutive games, Avant set missed a game until last week, there
career highs in scoring and added is nothing solid yet by which to
an extra 3-point threat to the gauge how the team can perform
Knights' already potent shooting without hini. The Knights are 1-1
offense. He<\,ding into the matchup without his participation this seawith the Hatters, Avant was aver- son.
aging 7.7 points per game. He was
"It seems like whenever we get
also second on the team in all our cylinders back, something
rebounds.
goes wrong, whether it's somebody
But now the men are preparing being sick or somebody being
for life without their fearless leader. injured," Gary Johnson said. 'We've
The Knights face tough A-Sun chal- got to keep strong, and we've got to
lenges this weekend, with home come out and compete every night,
games against Mercer tonight and no matter what."
Georgia State on Saturday. A loss in
It's certainly not the way he
either can make or break the wanted to end his career at UCF,
Knights' tournament hopes as they but if his teammates have anylook to defend their tournament thing to say about it, Avant will
championship from last season. walk off the court one last time as
Without Avant, the men are going a champion.
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Home games in the next five
days for men's hoops

Years since UCF last won
on its home course before
winning this week at Rio
Pinar in Orlando

1•

Points per game for
women's hoops' leading
scorer Celeste Hudson.

BRITT HART I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Senior forward Marcus Avant is possibly out for the season after injuring his back last week.

Top seed in tournament target for first place women
FROM A8

the game for other players. Teams
have a hard time beating us when
we have four players scoring."
Forward Ali Roberts con.tinues
to plug away on the interior, posting
11.2 points per game, while guard
Francine Houston adds 9.9 points
per contest' :'
"She took advantage of the looks
that she was getting, since they
were trying to take away our
perimeter and our transition game,"
Striegler said after the Mercer win
last Saturday. "She was her normal
steady self, hitting clutch baskets in
some key situations."
The Knights were down in both
games in the opening moments of
the second half, but Striegler was
relaxed knowing that her team was
going to pull through.
"I was confident, and I didn't feel
that we are going to lose," Striegler
said. "But we still don't need to do
anyone any favors letting folks back

in the game after holding a double
digit leads in the first half."
· UCF continues to lead the ASun giving up only 56.0 points per
game. That is one-tenth shy of the
top 30 in the nation. The Knights
are a full-point ahead of the competition in the A-Sun, holding the
opposition to a 35.5 percent clip
from the floor.
That feat is good enough for 14th
in the NCAA rankings.
UCF hooks up at 5 p.m. today
with Gardner-Webb. It's the opening act of a doubleheader with the
men's team.
· "They [the BWJ.dogs] are coming
in here with their backs up against
the wall," Striegler said. "They
almost beat Troy [last Saturday],
and they are trying to fight to get
into that tournament. We are going
to have to bring our A game to win,
and put together 40 minutes of
defense. I felt this past weekend we
only played strong defense in
spurts."

The Knights will also mat~h up
with Campbell (7-14, 5-9 A-Sun) at 2
p.m. Saturday. Seniors Ali Roberts
and Takira Allen will be honored
before the game.
Here is look at the North Carolina schools as they prepare to visit
the UCF Arena.

On defense, GWU runs a 1-2-2
zone, and will challenge the
Knights to execute in the half-court
offense.
Gardner-Webb is 2-9 on the road
this season and is coming off a 61-59
loss to Troy. The Bulldogs have lost
all four previous meetings with
UCF.
Campbell (7-14, 5-9 A-Sun) has
Scouting Gardner-Webb and Campbell
The Bulldogs and Camels enter come across rough times. The
this weekend desperate for wins. · Camels have lost six straight, with
With five games left, both teams are their last win on Jan. 22 against
on the outside looking in, trying to Troy.
get to Dothan, Ala., and the conferThe Camels·have no one averagence tournament.
ing in double figures when it comes
GWU (7-14, 5-9 A-Sun) started to scoring. Guard Kristin Vuckleague play 3-1 but closed out Janu- ovich leads the way with 8.4 points
ary losing five consecutive confer- per game. Vuckovich does a majorence games.
ity of her damage behind the 3The Bulldogs are paced by for- point line. She has hit 29 triples on
ward Shameka Smith and guard the season.
Sequenta Blackman, who are averCU is .0-9 away from Carter
aging 12.9 and 12.2 points per game, Gym this season. UCF leads the allrespectively. Smith leads the A-Sun, time series between the two
and is ranked 14th in the nation in schools, 12-9 winning the last six
meetings.
rebounds with 10.8 per game.
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Grammy Awards could have used a Greener touch this year
FROM A8

even thought about steroids, his career turned
into a comedy of errors. A fly ball bounced off
his head for a home run. He injured himself as a
relief pitcher in a blowout loss. Now he charges
$615 ap. hour for fans to hang out with him. What
am I going to do with this Neanderthal for an
hour? Play connect-the-dots with his track
marks?
Canseco went from the biggest paycheck in
baseball to the Steve Guttenberg of professional
sports. At least he kept that mullet rocking
through all these years.
Speaking of losers, the Cleveland Browns
announced they will cut quarterback Jeff Garcia,
and the Buffalo Bills intend to give Drew Bledsoe the ax. This is the time of year I hate most of
all in pro football. This is when I chew my nails
to the bone waiting to see what bonehead move
the Miami Dolphins make.
I swear, if summer rolls around and I see
either of the aforementioned names, Brad Johnson, Rich Gannon or anyone whose name
rhymes with Murt Marner, on the Fins' roster,
I'll jump from the UCF water tower. Miai:p.i
might as well sign Ryan Leaf to a record contract
and mail me some cyanide.
One good thing coming out of Miami is the
Heat re-signing Alonzo Mourning. This is a very
classy move by the one organization that's kept
my dwindling interest in the NBA over the
years. But I can't help think what Miami would
have been like if they had Zo and Shaquille
O'Neal on the same team eight years ago. I shud-

der when I think about it, like the first time I
Two more quick Grammy notes;
1. Kanye West was robbed for Best New Artist
watched the pool scene in Wild Things.
I guarantee if Zo hadn't had that kidney ill- when he lost to Maroon 5, who has been around
ness, Miami would have never needed to trade for three freaking years.
for Shaq. It would be
honor to have such a
2. If the Black Eyed Peas are considered rap
dassy and d,edicated athlete retire with the team then I'm from Compton.
But who am I to complain? At least Slack Key
that he worked his butt off for all those years.
The Grammy Awards are usually pretty Guitar Volume 2 won the Best Hawaiian Music
decent when it comes to honoring the artists Album Grammy. Imagine how angry I'd be if that
that really deserve the highest compliment for lost.
I am happy, though, that the NHL Players'
good work. This year, though, the Grammys had
Association lost its battle with the league to save
more sap than a bottle of maple syrup.
PosthumOUJ> awards are about as meaningful the season. Adios, you overpaid, toothless thugs.
as an "I love you" from Paris Hilton. That's why Enjoy the wonderful weather over in whichever
I think Ray Charles winning Album and Record Eastern European country you're playing in. By
of the Year is lame. Green Day's American Idiot the way, those checks might be bigger over there,
is the greatest album of my lifetime. It will be · but at least here the Russian mafia won't string
another 20. years before another band even you up for losing. I'm so sorry that I'll never
remotely comes close to such a masterpiece. I again get to see something as tasteless as Todd
listened to Charles' album the other day. It's Bertuzzi breaking a player's neck by suckerdamn good, but it's not nearly as humble and punching him and drilling his face into the ice.
powerful as American Idiot.
If the NHL had a tombstone, I'd spit on it.
Green Day's album transcended not only an
entire genre, but music in general. I won't argue
Ashley Bums can be reached at
that Charles' career transcended almost all of
sports@UCFnews.com
his peers, but we give awards based on a year,
not a lifetime.
And John Mayer winning Song ofthe Year for
"Daughters?" Excuse me while I overdose on
estrogen. Just a warning for all you John Mayer
fans: In 10 years you will be no different than my
mom 15 years ago jainming to Michael Bolton
cassettes. Wrap your eardrums around that
thought. Do yourself a favor and pick up a
Motorhead album before it's too late.
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Need a

Business Plan,
but can't afford one?
We can teach you
or do it for you!

Constant Worry
Irritability
Inability to Relax
Difficulty Concentrating

Matches won by Morgan
State in its match against
UCFwomen'stennis

Who's hot

Who's not

Andreas Hoegberg,
who led the UCF
men's golf team to
victory at the .
UCF/Rio Pinar
Intercollegiate.
Hoegberg shot a68
in the final round to
capture his first ever
medalist honors.

Baseball catcher
Drew Butera, who is
batting .217 in six
games so far this
season. He has.
three RBisheading
into tomorrow
night'sgame.
against FAMU.

Upcoming
· Men's basketball takes on Mercer at 7 p.m. today at
the UCF Arena, their homestand continues 7 p.m.
Saturday when UCF hosts Georgia State . .. Women's
hoops hosts Gardner-Webb at 5 p.m. today and
Campbell comes to the UCF Arena 2 p.m. Saturday
... Baseball hosts FAMUat 6 p.m tomorrow and
Notre Dame at 1 p.m. Saturday ... Softball hosts
Longwoqd at 1 p.m. tomorrow.

Quotables
"It's huge for our confidence."
- UCF COACH NICK CLINARD ON GOLF'S VICTORY

"We are focused right now on getting that No. 1
seed."

-WOMEN'S HOOPS COACH GAIL STRIEGLER
ON HER TEAM'S TITLE HUNT

Next issue
Check out Monday's issue for a recap of the men's
and women's hoops' clutch weekend tnatchups.

84 Foundations Worth over $87
Billion Fund the Political Left

GALL
TODAY!

•

407-810-4728
or 407-977-2462
www.DVandJ.com
Se Habla E:spanol
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Freshmen carry weight in victory
&

•

12090 Collegiate Way
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's

•

We accept all major credit cards

•
Jumbo Wings

,

Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .....................................;3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .................................... 6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .. .................................. 8.99
20 ( 1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)......................... 11.99
30 (tor 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch} ........................ 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ... : .................. 27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...................... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ........ ........... .47.99
Add 'Celery ........................................ :.. . .. .. .. .. . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch.......................... .69
Add fries to any Wing order ........................... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket
(10 Wings, Ra.nch & Wedge Fries)

Chicken Sandwiches,
Chicken Finger Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries•

$7.29

..

•substitutions available for
an additional charge

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side
Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast• 1/2 lb Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $ .99

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Ben Leong shot 18 consecutive pars en route to a 30th place individual finish and the Knights' first place overall win.
FROM

A8

birdied the 10th hole to reach
6-under-par for the round, but
struggled on his way back to
the clubhouse.
The four freshmen all
played steady golf, which was
crucial for the Knights to
maintain their second-round
lead.
Preston Brown shot rounds
of 71, 70, and 74 to finish 1under par in a tie for fifth
place. Giwon Suh recovered
from a frustrating first round
of 77 to tie a team-tournament
best 68 in the- second round;
his third-round 75 left him at 4under-par and tied for 21st.
Ben Leong made par on every
hole Tuesday, and finished the

tournament tied for 30th at 6over-par. Chris Anderson
rounded out the field, finishing
. at 7-over-par in a tie for 37th
place.
"I was interested to see how
the freshmen would handle it,"
Clinard said. ·~nd they handled it real well. I think that the
next time they get in that situation, they can do even better
than they did yesterday.
"It was a learning experience for them; they're growing
up quickly. They're starting to
learn how to juggle the schoolwork, the golf, the practicing
and the working out."a
The Knights were the only
team in the field to finish
under par, as they closed out
the third round at 2-under-par

with 862 total strokes.
Besides the competition
with other schools, there is a
healthy competition going· on
within the UCF men's . golf
team. Some of the more experienced players have struggled
lately and lost their spots to
the talented freshmen. Clinard
expeCts them to recover.
"They're great talents, and
they've done it before," Clinard
said. "Believe me, they have a
lot of confidence in their game,
and they think they're going to
be back in the lineup. I honestly believe that."
UCF continues its spring
tour on Sunday when it travels
to Ponte Vedra to compete in
the Mercedes-Benz Collegiate
Championships. ·

Pick your Fiavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your t-lavor
Dipped or On Side
3 (1 Flavor) ....................................................3 .99
5 (1 Flavor) ....................................................6.29
1O (1 Flavor) ................................................. 11.99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ............................... ..... 21 .99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ............................... :... .47.99

5Fingers & Wedge Fries ................................. 7.49 ·

(any flavor)

Kid'zMenu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries................................... 5.49
3 C hciken Fingers & Wedge Fries................... 5.49

"

Soft Drinks
Cans ............ ................... ............ 99
2-Liter .................................... ..2.49

Dessert

Chicken Finger Basket

~~e!!.!~~e~

Wedge Fries ............... .Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.99
......................................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................. Regular 2.29
........................................................... :Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ...................................... .4.49
Fried Mushrooms ........................................... ..4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .........................99
Garden Salad ......... ........................................ 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Cheesecake. .......... ...................2.49
Brownies ................................... 1.49

$11 99/10, off :-ny

FU1

w/

pickup/car~ut, Student ID, exp. 4/30/2005

item

.,,'

.
2
FU

$9 minimum order• $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

State &Nation ·
ACC wants to be like Big 1o

GREENSBORO, N.C. -The
Atlantic Co.ast Conference will
use instant replay in the 2005
football season, experimenting
with a system based on the one
the Big Ten debuted last season.
The league announced the
move Tuesday after a proposal
by the league's athletics directors was approved unanimously at the conference's winter
meetings. The NCAA Football
Rules Committee voted last
week to allow conferences to
use instant reply on an experimental basis for the 2005 season.
Under the Big Ten's system,
a technical adviser watched the
game from the press box and
JOE RAYMOND I ASSOCIATED PRESS
notified officials on the field via New Notre Dame football Coach Charli_e Weis speaks in the Joyce Center in South Bend, Ind.
pager ifhe saw something questionable. Play was halted while victed of killing Patrick Den- Weis speaks to Irish fans
the adviser reviewed the call nehy, 21, who was missing six
SOUTH BEND, Ind. using video from the television weeks before his body was With a cup of coffee in his
feed.
found in July 2003 in a field a hand, new Coach Charlie Weis
. Calls could be· overturned few miles from Baylor's cam- walked into the Joyce Center to
only if there was "indisputable pus. Dennehy had been shot a standing ovation.
video evidence," and only calls twice in the head, according to
It was 6 a.m., and 200 stulike scoring plays, pass plays · autopsy reports.
· dents showed up before classes
and number of players on the
Last fall, Dotson was sent to for a lesson on what life will be
field could be reviewed. Hard a state mental hospital after a like on football weekends now
fouls such as blocks in the back defense psychologist, state psy- that Weis is in charge. .
and facemasks,' and some other chiatrist and court-appointed
Only about two-dozen stujudgment calls like false starts independent
psychiatrist dents were expected,' but the
were not eligible for review.
agreed that he was incompetent large turnout forced the talk to
ACC officials will consider to stand trial
be moved to Notte Dame's basany possible variances allowed
Dotson was returned to the ketball arena
within NCAA guidelines.
Waco jail last week after a hosWeis spent 40 minutes
"The system that was used pital psychologist said.Dotson telling students what he
by the Big Ten this past season was competent but must con- expects of them - cheer loud
received very positive reviews tinue to receive psychiatric care when the Irish play defense
and had minimal impact on the and take prescribed anti-psy- and tone it down when they
flow and length of the games," chotic medication.
play offense. He also told them
ACC Commissioner John SwofThe psychologist also said to refrain from excuses for
ford said in a statement.
Dotson was diagnosed with a losses, such as a tough sched, "Everyone connected with non-specified psychotic disor- ule or tough academic stancollege football, whether you der but that his accounts of dards.
are a fan, coach, player or offi- hearing voices and seeing
"You don't sit there and
cial, wants a correct·ruling on things were "suspect."
make a whole bunch of excusthe field and we believe that
Abel Reyna, one of Dotson's es," he said as he began his first
this is another step in the right attorneys, said Friday that Dot- full day of work. "Walking in
direction of enhallcing the qual- son's mental status seems to the door, there are too many
ity of officiating and fair play."
have improved since he excuses."
North Carolina Coach John returned from the facility.
Weis said he expects SC> win
Bunting said he supported the
"Right now we're better ~ble but refused to lay out a
decision.
. to communicate with Carlton," timetable. All he would say is
"I want to make sure the Reyna said.
that it is "sooner than a lot of
right call is made," Bunting said.
A few days before Dennehy people think."
was found dead, Dotson was
Weis said it's essential to
Trial set for former Baylor player
arrested in his home state of raise expectations a,t the school
WACO, Texas - A judge on Maryland after calling police so the Irish can become a footFriday set a June trial date for from a store, saying he was ball power again.
the former Baylor University hearing voices and needed
"I've never been in a probasketball player charged with counseling. Officers took him to gram that's lost," he said. "I'm
gunning down his teammate. · a hospital, where he contacted 48 years old, I've never been in
Carlton Dotson, 22, will go to the FBI.
a program that's lost. Everytrial June 13, state District Judge
Authorities have refused to where I've been, we've won. It
George Allen said Friday during discuss a motive for the slaying. hasn't been because of me. But
an informal meeting With prosSome people close to Dot- I've been part of the reason
ecutors and defense attorneys.
son said he reported hearing we've won.'~
• Dotson faces a maximum voic@;> and seeing visions as
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
~ sentence of life in prison if con- early as 2002.
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"Keller's is right on que"
-Orlando Weekly - Scott Joseph, Orlando Sentinel

rrReal Perfection"

Kelle(s Real Smoked Bar-8-Q is smokin round here.
Just follow the incredible aroma and you'll find
your~elf at Keller's ••• now in your own backyard. Our
Keller's Family recipes and traditional cooking
techniques wi11 make our location your destination
for real smoked Bar-B-Que. ,

Check Out Our
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Offered After 3:00 PM

,la~''J PORK

MoftlAi

,la~''J RI BS
sdaY CHICKEN
wedfte
SdaY BEEF & PORK
1ueSlAi

rtbtif

$9.99
$12.99
$9.99,
$9.99

(

.
Don't F~rget to Ask for a Take-Out-Menu!

7756 U'niversity Blvd., Ste. 104 • (407) 388-1222
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: FREE :: 2 FREE 1 Lb. Pork or ·I
1 Lb. Beef I
t
SIDES

With purchase of 1

I
·1
I With purchase of one of equal or . I I

1
1

Large Beef or
Pork Sandwich

1 greater value and two beverages. I I
OfferexpiresApril 15,2005. Not valid
II
I
with any other offer or discount. UCF only.

TAKE-OUT ONLY I

Offer expires April 15,2005. Not valid
with any other offer or discount. UCF only.

I
I
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Bentley's the man
forthejob
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he current crop of Stusome of the more important
limit enrollment immediately.
dent Government Associ- issues. All oppose the blockNaturally, all three candidates
ation presidential candituition proposal and vow to
want to increase the use of offdates is an impressive,
work to prevent it from getting
campus shuttles.
·
progressive group. The three
·through the Florida Legislature.
While Talakala wants to crecandidates and their running
The three tickets also agree
ate a costly centralized parking
mates are all well-qualified to
that the grading system needs to garage - which may take years
lead the student body.
be consistent. However, their
to complete - and Rea would
Willie Bentley Jr. may be the
methods for accomplishing that
vaguely "continue to work on
most reco~ble candidate.
consistency separate the good
parking," Bentley offers a more
Built like a football linebacker
~andidates from the great.
specific plan and suggests that
and seen at most major campus
Rea and Talakala both say an
freshmen who live on campus
events, Bentley is also the curA-plus needs to be added to the
should not be allowed to have
rent student body vice president plus/minus grading system to
cars. Several universities in
under President Kevin Peters.
balance out the minuses, and
Florida have similar plans,
Bentley's running mate, McClain mention the SGA president's
which is an immediate and longWoolsey, has been an SGA sena- seat on the Board of Trustees as
lasting solution to a never-endtor and ha$ worked in the SGA
the proper forum to advocate for ing parking problem. Indeed, if
Cabinet as the director of Govthat change. Bentley, however,
UCF expedites the creation of
ernmental Affairs.
has taken his research a step fur- _ the planned Convocation Center
Keith Rea and Josh Edmundther and wants a plus-only sysshopping area, freshmen who
son are running together based
tem similar to the one already in live on ·campus would have
upon their experience in the
place at the University of Florineariy everything they need on
SGA Senate. Rea has served in
da.
UCF grounds.
the Senate for five years and ran
The SGA president has to
All in all, Bentley is the best
unopposed for his current seat.
work closely with both the
candidate for the SGA presidenEdmundson won his first elecadministration and students. His cy. His experience and foresight
tion last fall, based in part.on his role is a link between the two.
are what the presidency needs
past as an activist in the UCF
Bentley seems to embrace this
to best serve the student body.
chapter of the National Organibalance most effectively, as eviAdditionally, his running mate,
zation for the Reform of Maridenced in his position on capWoolsey, will have his hands full
juana Laws and the Progressive
ping student enrollment. While
during the upcoming year. The
Council.
Talakala supports an immediate
block-tuition proposal is the
Pavan Talakala has run twice
enrollment cap - and·Rea isn't
most important issue of the year,
previously for SGA president,
sure if or when he would supand Woolsey's experience as the
and lost last year's run-offs with
port a cap - Bentley comprodirector of Governmental
only slightly less than 50 percent mises on the issue. He thinks
Affairs should have prepared
.of the vote. His running mate,
that once enrollment reaches
him for the long, atduous job
Winwood Truitt, ran for SGA
50,000, a cap sh@uld be considahead.
Senate in the fall but lost in a
ered. To propose a future cap
The Future endorses Bentley
run-off.
like this is more realistic than
and Woolsey in the three-day
All three slates agree on
lobbying the administration to
election that begins Monday.

OUR STANCE

Kyoto Protocol
•
needs
enca
•

Y

esterday was a landmark
day for conservationists
and climatologists worldwide as the United Nation's
Kyoto Protocol Agreement finally went into effect. It is a baby
step in the effort to scale back
industrial pollution, but a very
significant one. More than 141
countries have signed the pact,
which is geared toward trying to
limit the onslaught of higher
temperatures, melting ice caps
and greater extremes of weather.
Although a majority of developed countries signed the protocol, there remain two important
characters missing. Both the
United States and Australia felt
that the Kyoto Protocol would
be too costly for them economically, and have chosen not to
sign it. Australia cited the fact
that other countries in their
region [China] have not signed
it and thus signing would leave
them strapped economically.
Am~rica's main concern lies
with the rising energy costs and
the economical damage it could
produce.
Right now, the United States
is the single largest producer of
greenhouse gases thanks to its
world-dominating industrialized
economy. Meanwhile, Australia
is located beneath a hole in the
ozone layer that has caused a
spike in skin cancer cases in that
country. For these two nations
to ignore their responsibilities to

their populations and the world
is completely absurd.
The rest of the world seems
to think that global warlning is a
very important issue, even if the
United States and Australia do ,
not. In a message to cer~monies
in Kyoto, Japan, the U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan branded global warming as "one of
the biggest challenges of the 21st
century." Annan also has stated
th<:!-t, "By itself, the Protocol will
not save humanity from the dangers of climate change. So let us
celebrate,. but let us not be complacent ... there is no time to
lose."
Back in 2001 the Protocol was
in danger of failing completely
after the Umted States walked
out of agreement talks. It was
then that the European Union
stepped forward to praise the
Protocol, but fully understood
that it was only the first step.
U.N. Foreign Policy Chief
Javier Solana said in a statement
issued in Brussels that "The
international community has
recognized this threat and is
implementing a global strategy
to counter it. Kyoto represents a
concrete example of effective
multilateralism in action."
According to a Feb. 1
CNN.com article, Britain
appealed to the United States to
sign up for climate-saving cuts
in greenhouse-gas emissions,
but the request was ignored.
What does this say this about

the U.S. and its foreign relations,
even with allies? It tells the
world that this administration
will do what it wants regardless
of international pressure. The
United Nations couldn't stop
America from invading Iraq, so
how in the world was anyone
going to convince President
Bush to agree to sign an antipollution treaty, especially when
most of his backers are big oil
industries?
Besides the lack of support in
America, the Kyoto Protocol has
other gaping problems. Kyoto
does not require <level.o ping
countries to make cuts in the
carbon gas emissions. Countries
like China, India and Br~il with
rapidly growing populations and
industrializing economies are
world leading polluters but are
not considered as developed.
While Kyoto is the first global international environmental
law, it certainly cannot be the
last. And for any progress to be
made in the fight for the environment, there must be U.S.
involvement.
The world looks to America
in many cases: humanitarian aid,
financial support and any other
global issue.
We are the world's only
superpower, and we should be
the model for all nations to follow. But for this administration
to turn their backs on this issue
is a complete disgrace to our
planet.

BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS

H~h~gd
~ · like athletlc·
Fraterrut1es an soront1es,
teams and other clubs, try to re-create a feeling of family for theft.- members.
~e most important issue is to have a
sense of trust and safety. Traditions and rituals which have been occurring are supposed
to create bonds that increase the feeling of
closeness. Sometimes these rituals do, in fact,
bring the group closer.
·
Howeyer, it is naive and questionable that
the unknown author of the hazy hai:ing editorial [Hazing policies are too hazy, Feb.10]
believes that most pledges are not subjected
to acts which are possibly harmful, either
physically or psychologically.
If a parent or teacher did half the things
that are considered standard in Greek life
they would be brought up on charges of
abuse.
In the face of a recent death following a
hazing at your college, along with the one in
Chico State, and the ones in high schools in
Florida, it is difficult to imagine that frat
members do not recognize the inherent dangers of hazing.
Perhaps you should be questioning how
well the pledgemasters control hazings, and
whether. haZing really does create a sense of
trust and safety in the group.
- DR. SUSAN LIPKINS
HTIP://WWW.INSIDEHAZING.COM

Unpopular funding

"Normal Blocked," published Feb. 10 Smith states that she was "extremely disappointed in SGA and in particular, Victor
Perez's negligent disregard of a political
action group."
She goes on that "it is not a [senator's]
responsibility to judge the merit of a registered club, nor is it necessary for a [senator]
to approve of the club's grounds." Her statement is true ... to an extent.
Perhaps the most important statement
made by Smith, which also serves to negate
her entire argument is, "Not everyone is

- VICTOR PEREZ
SGA SENATOR

Never-ending cycle

.

I understand that it is the responsibility
of the school paper to release news on
PLEASE SEE

READER VIEWS ON A12

The Future encourages comments from readers. Leners to theeditor should not exceed 300words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Sendlettersto editor@UCFnews.com;
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax themto 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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'What would you ask SGA
presidential candidates?'

ROBERTO REYES

•

Electrical engineering

"I would like to know how they would
plan to stop the creation of block
tuition."

(entral jforiba juture

·

Iii response to Amy Smith and her letter,

gofug to support everything everyone else
does."
·
That is the true heart of the matter and
nothing can be closer to the truth.
As she stated there are "more than
40,000" students on this campus, and we, as
senators, are elected to represent those students. When accessing bills we vote not on
the merit of a club, but instead on its benefit
to the .student body, whose funds they will be
allocated.
The bill in reference was voted down 37-25 ·
on second reading, and the reason I, which I
stated several times, and several other senators voted as we did was due to the rather
large sum of money the club was requesting.
Though we look at each 'bill individually,
comparing no particular bill to another, I personally could not and believe that many of
the students I represent would not support
such a large sum of money to be allqcated.
Overall, there have been several bills on
the floor for students requesting funds for
academic purposes which have been cut significantly lower than what was presented to
us by Sen. Josh Edmundson for NORML.
Personal question: Where was your bleeding heart and disappointment for those students?
The bottom line is that we are elected to
serve as the voice of not only our respected
colleges but also this university. When we
cast our vote on a particular resolution or
allocation, we take into the account the opinions of those we represent. Just as Smith
may have a particular stance on an issue,
there is another student who feels completely opposite and they too must be represented, and thus is the reason there are votes
such as 37-25.

DEREK HOLT
Aerospace engineering

"Why are some construction projects
taking longer than expected?"

Electrical engineering

"Iwould want to know if they are
considering restricting freshman
parking."

•
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Hospitality

"I'd like to know about.the alternatives
to block tuition."

"What are they going to do for J?le?"

"How much do you get paid?"

1-\

"W<lt '

FROM All

READER VIEWS
Tuition a block-headed idea

This block tuition idea was tossed out during
· a Board of Governors' meeting and was virtualschool events, but in regard to the weekly
ly laughed out of the room during the Summer·
headlines containing numerous allegations
2003. However, this horrible idea didn't disapabout the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity and its
pear [Throw up a block to tuition plan, Feb. 3).
recent suspension from UCF I ask: Is it ever
Paying for something you don't use is ridicugoing to stop?
It's gotten to the point where I come to class lous. Its like getting charged for a Whopper,
Monday morning expecting to see a distasteful large fries, and large Coke when all you wanted
story about Pike on the cover page every week. was a Whopper. If this plan has its desired
effects and more students graduate in four
Do you guys honestly believe that we do all
years, there will be even more graduates than
the things you say we do? For instance, "tying
today fighting for the few Florida created jobs.
up pledges and girls and forcing them to take
Jobs are not being created quickly enough in
drugs until they pass out," or the ongoing
the state of Florida to warrant even more sturidiculous accusations from Johrt Yancy's pardents graduating. What are all these students
ents that Pike was the reason her son commitgoing to do? The state government should be
ted suicide.
Are we forgetting what the purpose of a fra- spending more time creating jobs than trying to
squeak in a tuition increase. Some schools ..
ternity is here? Is it not to make friendships
would clearly benefit with a revenue increase if
that will last a lifetime? We all loved John, and
this was implemented. Th~ Florida Board of
by no means would anyone associated with
Governors' Web site states that block tuition
Pike want to hurt him.
would equal a "revenue increase for UCF."
If he had ever contacted one of us and told
Tuition would essentially increase by 25 perus that he was depressed or thinking about suicent for half ofUCF's students. Many of these
cide, I can guarantee that any brother would
students work service-~ector jobs and go to
have done whatever it took to help him out.
school. Even if they graduated in four years,
Obviously, Mrs. Yancy-Sardinha is hurting
they'd still be working jobs waiting tables, makinside, understandably, and is looking for
ing minimum wage, etc, because Florida is not
·someplace to put the blame, and the Future
creating professional jobs quickly.
staff seems to believe everything she accuses
1 Ask business graduates who are working at
Pike of doing.
·
restaurants as waiters and waitresses. Ask most
, But, has anyone ever asked the question of
students who gr~duated from UCF recently and
how he got an unregistered hand gun? Or why
they'll agree Orlando does not have many good
he was not given help for depression problems
jobs. That's from a graduate who bleeds black
earlier in life? It's sad to see how a suicide of
and gold and loves Central Florida but had to
someone we all loved has turned into the
destruction and removal of the Pi Kappa Alpha leave the pathetic Orlando job market for a
more lucrative one 200 miles away. ·
Fraternity from UCF.
Teachers will have to deal with students who
I've had some of my greatest experiences
are overwork'ed trying to pay for this tuition
while in Pike,.and have met and become close
increase and stretched too thin taking more
friends with a large group of guys who all
classes then they can handle.
almost certainly feel the same way I do about
Block tuition will have negative consethis ongoing nonsense from this paper, Mrs.
quences if implemented state-wide. If this idea
Yancy-Sardinha, and whoever else that thinks
is eventually approved, than the Board of Govthey've got their facts right.
ernors should defer to each university's Board
Do you think it's not hard enough for us to
of Trustees to decide the specifics of the plan
have lost a friend, and now our fraternity?
because each state university has a different
I'm not asking you to stop reporting the
demographic.
news, but just to get the facts straight before
And for UCF, they should only charge you
you publish all these slanderous articles about
for a Whopper not the whole meal when that's·
Pi Kappa Alpha.
all you want.
-NICKVERRI

Pl KAPPA ALPHA MEMBER

-ANONYMOUSGRADUATE ·

Jeb Bush is the reason
U Can't Finish
hours in the Spring 2003
whether he or she decides to
take 15 credit hours.
semester so I could come to
Shocked? Appalled? NauseUCF that fall. I know I couldn't
ated? I know I am.
attempt four marketing classes
My original plan had me
and Capstone in the same
taking online classes over the
semester, though.
Most of my friends who are
summer so I could go home
upperclassmen have jobs. I
and work. Then I would take
two in the fall with an internhave two. I am also involved in
ship. Then I could graduate in
several groups and organizaCOMMENTARY
Spring 2006 needing to take
tions at UCF.
only three more classes.
Fifteen credit hours would
NATHAN POEKERT
With block tuition, I have
eliminate one job (probably
Staff Writer
no idea when I am going to
this one), half of my on-camIn six months, Jeb Bush and graduate now. The blockpus organizations, and most of
the Florida Education Board
tuition plan was created to
my ever-decreasing' social life.
could, quite possibly, ruin my
encourage students to graduSome juniors and seniors
life. My strategically planned
ate in four years. What it actumight be ambitious enough to
schedule of classes for the next ally does is cripple uppercl~s- . attempt 15 credit hours in a
three semesters will be trashed men.
semester. In the College of
like a free ticket to see Kenny
My dad pays for my educaBusiness Administration, this
Rogers at the UCF Arena
tion. He is a successful CPA in
is risk)r. In the engineering proWhat travesty could do this Tampa Being an accountant,
gram, it's suicide.
to me? Two sinister words:
however, there's no way he's
Pay close attention over the
block tuition.
going to pay for 15 credit hours next week to our SGA presiIfyou've been living under
dential candidates. ·
unless I am taking 15 credit
a rock, or in case you sift
hours. It's just the way he
Block tuition will be somethrough the Future and just
thinks. Who can blame him?
thing that.each candidate
read about poker, fraternity
What he might not undershould and probably will have
hazing and Ashley Burns' col- . stand is that as a senior, my
an opinion on.
umn, then you probably want
classes are just a teeny-bit
The SGA president will be
to pay attention.
harder than Composition I and our only voice on block tuition
If implemented, block
Career and Life Planning.
to the UCF Board of Trustees.
tuition will require every fullI know I could handle 15
The only way we can stop this
time student of UCF to pay for credit hours as a freshman or · is by working together to
15 credit hours regardless of
sophomore. I took 20 credit
· combat this issue.

(
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§PEC/Al MEDIA fJUE§T§:

Mercedes McNab
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer"

Brian Pulido Lady Death
Peter S. Beagle The Last Unicor;.,
Mark Waid
Tommy Castillo Aaron Lopresti
Ron Marz
Marv Wolfman Tone Rodriguez
Mike Deodato
Ethan Van Seiver Mike Perkins
Gene Colan
George Perez
George Tuska
Billy Tucci
Wilson Tortosa Steve M,PNiven
Allen Bellman
Phil Jimenez
Greg Horn
Andy Runton
Chuck Dixon
Monte Moore
Roy Thomas
Alex Saviuk
Dan Brereton

IAMAIA &.Hit-A-I.lit! HNf!lf
STOP BY DREAMWORKS PICTURES BOOTH
(#814) DRESSED LIKE SAMARA OF THE RING
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN .A DVD OF THE RING
AND YOUR CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS TO THE
LOCAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF THE RING II
BEFORE ITS MARCH 18TH RELEASE!

MEDIA GUESTS

THE UIRt:EST ANIME COSTUME
CONTEST IN THE SOUTHEAST
;~I: HOSTED BV .JJNIME SUSHI!

li11u1

RICHARD HERD- TllEMINISERIES "V"
•
RICHARD HATCH - 11BATTLESTAR GALLACTIA''
CO-SPONSORS
LOU f ERRIGNO - "THE INCREDIBLE HULK"
JOHN KASSIR - VOICE OF "THE CRYPT KEEPER"
SANDY FOX - VOICE ACTOR IN IJAKIRA"
LEX LANG - VOICE ACTOR IN IIJUSTICE LEAGUE UNUMITED"
SAM JONES &MELODY ANDERSON - ~E ORIGINAL 11FLASH GORDON" .
GIL GERARD, ERIN GRAt THOM CHRISTOPHER
and FELIX SILLA - "BUCK ROGERS"...and more to be announced!

.

For more information visit us at: www.megaconvention.com
email: info@megaconvention.com phone: 727-796-5725

<.

'GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANAUTOGRAPH FROM ANY AmNDING GUEST.

THE §0UTHEA9T'9 PREMIER COMIC, AN/ME, GAMING, MUl Tl-MEDIA EVENT OF THE YEAR!

~)
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BE A LEADER!

,,

Aim low. .Boring. Aim High ... SOAR/NG/.

Who Controls The
Democratic Party?

UCF
LEADERSHIP WEEK
2005

I,.

Reaching New HEIGHTS

February 21st-25th
www.DiscoverTheNetwork.org
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

www.slp.sdes.ucf.edu ·
.. (for workshop and event information)
Sponsored by Student Leadership Programs
u

J.!
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-nme
HelpWanted:FuH-nme
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
325 For sa'le: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 + OK.
Call 1·800·965·6520 ext 107.

KREYOLJENGLISH SPEAKING
F/T LEGAL ASSISTANT FOR NEW LAW
FIRM COLLEGE PARK; SALARY BASED
ON EXPERIENCE. EMAIL RESUME
ferglaw@comcast:net
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
the cash bonuses, you may qualify for up
to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Qr you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call (407) 281-1274

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse b~hind Chick-Fil-A

375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Cook needed for large Preschool in
Oviedo. Mbrning hours. 407-366-2100

Now Hiring for Cingular
Wireless

Receptionist Needed
for busy Pet Boutique in Oviedo.
407-366-8187
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
Two Men and. a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, pave
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, b.etween
Conway and Orange Ave.

ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

150

POSITIONS
THIS WEEK!

Call Today••. Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ••.Flexible Hours!
• Paid training with guaranteed salary after
•Career advancement opportunities
; 2 great locations
• Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For the Ortando Office)

Call today for an immediate interview!
Orlando O~ice: (407) 243_-9400

UCF Office : ( 407) 673 _9700
.

AO RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

(euttal '1otiba '1tture Seminole Chronicle

5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

PAYMEITT METHODS

Ke11y·services is hiring Customer
Service Reps to work for Cingular
Wireless's UCF Area Call Center. Must
Have a HS Diploma/qED, 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible to work
between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnight! 7 dars a week.
- $10.00/hour
• UCF Area Location
- Part & Full Time Schedules
• Paid Trainl.ng Provided
Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407) 648-9408
Kelly Services
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

$20 for 2 Hours of Work
Seeking Female UCF Student ASAP
To Hang Flyers Across !JCF Campus
Need Access to Own Staplegun.
Call: (321) 223-5541 for more info
Keybowl Inc., the Winter Park tech
company that developed the orbiTouch
Keyless Keyboard, needs someone 1o 15 hrs per wk to build & test the product.
Must have prior exp and/or aptitude for
moder building or product assembly.
Attention to detail and solid problem
solving skills are key. Flex hrs. Relaxed
atmosphere. $10 per ~our. Call
407-622-7774, qr email resume to .
elaine@keybow!.corn
OPEN HOUSE for VyVary International
Inc. Located minutes from UCF
Hiring 50+ customer service & sales
agents. February 19 from 1 Oam •
2pm. Call 407-384-4220 ext. 1137

This study is looking at the effectiveness of
Dietary Antioxidants (i.e. Vitamins),
Weight Loss Supplements and Exercise
All Study Participants Receive AT NO COST:
• Physical examination
• Dietary Analysis
• Complete blood work
•Assessment of Antioxidant status (levels of Vitamins)
• $300.00 at the completion of participation

the Orlando/Winter Park area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

j

·

Longwood Research Firm is look ing
for college students to participate in
a paid research project. To see if you
qualify please call Product Insights
Inc. @ 407-774-6165
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AS INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
Qualifications: Motivated, self-starter with
ability to learn. Job Description:
Independent consultants have unlimited
income potential, the ability to set your
own hours, run and maintain your own
business, job security, variety of avenues
of income, earn the use of a free car,
free training, continuou.s selfimprovement, self-esteem and self·
confidence, prizes and awards and many
tax benefits. Interested applicants call
Judy at 407-359-0764.

HANDYMAN FOR FARM

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or. e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

·vour plasma is manufactured into a derivative called
Albumin.This critical fluid.is used to treat battlefield ·
injuries including shock, burns and blood loss.

Earn up to $170 amonth donating regularly.
·When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being a hero.to anQther level. Donate Now!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••

·

$800 Weekly Guaranteed Stuffing
envelopes. Send a Self·Ad_dressed,
Stamped Envelope to: Scarab
Marketing, 28 East Jackson, 10th
Floor, Suite 938, Chicago, IL, 60604

Please call 407-823-5163

Your plasma donations can
directly ~ave the lives ·of our ·
troops wounded in combat.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

j

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming, land sports,. water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study,
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800,250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800·997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

To qualify must be healthy and between the ages of 25 to 50.
This study does not involve any invasive procedures
(except for two blood draws).

Be a Hero to
Our Soldiers.
onate Plasma

I

~--·-·-·-·-·- · -·-·-·-·-·J

Mechanical maintenance, feeding,
fence, skills required. 25 hr/wk in
exchange for free rent. util not incl.
Greenhouse partnership opportunity
available. No substance-abusers,
background check. Call
407-365-5715 for appointment.

to speak with Lachelle or Chmsandra

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

!'". Valet pari<iii9 atieiidanisneed.ed' ior ."!

I

Weight Loss Supplements Antioxidants
and Exercise Study
The Exercise Physiology Laboratory at the
University of Central Florida is currently conducting
a 24-Week WEIGHT LOSS STUDY.

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• tocal rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues·
•Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Dial America Marketing Inc.

WeQffer:
• $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9 · $18 per hour average
• 2 shifts to choose from
• Relaxed business environment

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 31 and
leaves Wednesday, August 3.

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

,Summer Jobs
! $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
~52-669-9443 ext. 250.

TE,CHNICAL CAREER PANEL
Tuesday, February ·22, 2005
1:OOpm - 2:30pm
Great Hall, ·Engineeri·ng I·
Hear What Professionals In Your Field Have To
Say About "Life After Graduation"
Who Should Attend?
All Majors f ram the College of Engineering and
Computer Science and ,,Undecided Majors" Who
Would Like to Learn More About Technical
Careers.
Who Will Be On The Panel?
Our Panel Will Include Professionals From The
Fields Of Engineering And Computer Science.
Employers Particip()ting ln'c lude: The Boeing
Company, Dynetech, Lockheed Martin, Rinker
Materials, SAIC, And Seimens Westinghouse

New and *Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on·your 2nd and 4th donations.
*not donated in over 6 months

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite·soo
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-9100
~.dciplasma.com

For more information contact CSEL:
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL F.t..oRIDA
C"RrrnR SJ>Rvtcns &
EXPEllll!NTIAL L&ARNING

Student Resource Center
Building 7F Room 185
407-823-2361
www.crc.ucf.edu

Sponsored by Career Services & Experiential Learning
Divisio·n of Academic Affairs .

Safes person
Needed for the Oviedo/UCF area to
hand' out flyers for local firm. Contact
407-737-1848 or
n2phj@hotmall.com

Sunny Future
Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + commission. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-877-7338
Granite/Marble Fabricators & Helpers
Located in E. Orlando, Forsyth Rd.
Call Philip at 407-448-9913.

Receptionist
needed for local art studio. Must be
familiar with various computer
applications and administrative
tasks. Call Ramez@ 407-808-5558

Leasing Consultant
Hunter's Ridge Apartments in Winter
Park, for Monday's Friday's &
Saturday's, 20 hrs/wk. No exp req
$8/hr +comm. Call 407-677-7070
PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
Lawn Maintenance Help Wanted
Flexible scheduling and good pay
PfT 10-15 hours per week
Experience a + but not necessary
Contact Josh@ 407-718-5412

GRAPHIC' DESIGNER
If you are creative and love to design,
Candace Crowe Design has a job for
you. We are looking for a team player,
self-motivated, organized, possess
written and verbal communication skills
and capable ot'handling multiple projects
at one time. You must have a good work
ethic, proofing & organizational skills,
and show attention to detail. To apply,
you must be competent in Quark,
Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash, and
Acrobat. Responsible for print, web, and
· Flash projects. Working knowledge of
actionscript, HTML, and css is a plus.

Classified Sales Rep
Needed for the Central Florida Future &
Seminole Chronicle. Must be comfortable
making outbound sales calls, Exp pref.
Earning potential unlimited! Base salary
plus commission. E mail resume to
FredC @Knightnewspapers.com
COPYWRITER
If you simply love to write.words and are
interested in the aesthetic surgery I medi
spa industry, Candace Crowe design has
a job for you. We're looking ·for a part
time or freelance copywriter who knows
how to craft creative and effective
messages for web site content, print and
anything else.thrown your way. Must
have a good work ethic, strong creative
writing, proofing & organization skills,
and show attention to detail.
Please send a resume to Candace .
Crowe at candace@candacecrowe.com
or fax 407-384-7672.

1,915 sq. ft., close to UCF
(Alomarruscawilla). 3/l!.5/1 w/
driveway. End unit for privacy! Living
room, family room, den. Alarm
system, community pool. NEW
appliances (refrigerator, sto.ve,
dishwasher). Outside maintenance
included! 407-257-2488

$SOOK+ a Yr.

Work from home ONLINE.
Earn up to $1500 PfT or
$8000 FfT a month! Go to
http://makingdreamsreality.
. theonlinebusiness.com

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeied
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-21 60

Very Large 3BD/ 2BA. 1 min from
UCF. New floors. $750/mo some
utils incl Call Bryan @ 407-595-6752
or email bmyx2002@yahoo.com

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake .. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherryffodd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 290 .Realty.

Heather Glen
Apartments

UCF AREA HOUSE

407-657-0011

Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622

~

UCF/Waterford/Oviedo area homes for
rent. Avail. for summer & fall. 3,4, & 5
- bedrooms w/ or w/o pools. $1600 to
. $2500/mo. Please reserve yours today.
Call 407-737-8312 or email
info@ucfrentalhomes.com Realty World.

2 BO 2 BA Apartment + Loft
W/D incl. 5 mins from UCF. $750/mo.
Call 973-652-6496 .
or email .mk21201@yahoo.com

The System Does It! Not MLM.
www.systemforprosperity.info
800-570-5086

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.~Fri.
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

LEGAL RESEARCH POSITION
Flexible hours, paid training provided.
Call or email resume to Edgar Vanegas
edgarv@curadebt.com
1-866-422-1 004

Brand New Oviedo Townhouse

Please send a resume to Candace
Crowe at candace@candacecrowe.com
or fax to 407-384-7676.

Test Engineer
Execute test procedures to confirm the
satisfaction of system, software and/or
hardware requirements; document test
results; and generate concise detailed
problem reports. Software testing
experience preferred. Flexible hour
schedule (20 hrs/week). Convenient
location near UCF. Fax resume to:
407-281-7011.

Need a PT job? - $6/hour
Assisting a disabled person in UCF area
wt light house keeping. Must be
professional & able to drive. Flex hrs.
Please contact Erika@ 407-657-6936.

UCF Apartment

House for Rent, Very close to UCF
2/2 with Washer/Dryer, Only $700/mo.
Call 407-923-9186

Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. Quiet
neigh. 4 min from UCF w/ private
entrance. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st and last.
$300 dep. All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.
1,2, & 3 Bedrpom apt5 starting at $480
Resort/style Amenities
Pegasus Connection 407-382-4114
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Call for more info on our current special!

-

RENT:
[~FOR
~Roommates
2 furnished rooms for rent, both including
utilities & High-speed Internet.
one with priv. bath and fridge $530/mo,
other with shared bathroom $350/mo.
No Smoking. Call 407-275-0230
UCF Afilliated Housing
Pegasus Landing & Pegasus Pointe
Roommate maiching I Individual leasing
Apply online at
www.collegeparkweb.com
Currently running Move-in Specials!
ROOM FOR RENT
F needed for 3BD/2BA home. 3 mins
from UCF. $390/mo + utils.
Contact Marilyn @ 954-695-1532
Rooms for rent, 5 !flin. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-spe~d wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127

UCF I Dean I Blanchard ParkArea
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage
1/2 acre property w/ Fenced yard. Quiet
Area. $425/mo including utilities, cable,
and Internet. 407-625-0238

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

Female·roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
.

. UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

ROOM AT JEFFERSON LOFTS
Bd avail in 211. Fully furnished. Reduced
rent for immediate occupancy. Incl util
and internet: Lease runs Iii end of July.
Call 772-778-0158.

ROOM AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME

F UCF student seeking clean resp.,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi . from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet a~cess, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221. Starts early March.

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
3/2 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors in great rm, fence_d yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563
Roommate Needed For Fall '05
Unfurnished 3BD/3BA apt at Tivol~ Less
than 5 mins from UCF. $460/mo,
everything incl. Looking to sign lease
ASAP. Contact Kacie 954-415-3595 or
Melanie 954-263-8474
Room available, 15 minutes from UCF.
Utilities included! Only $400/mo.
Call 407-227-7579

UCF Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes • 5/3 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2005. Prof. roommates. Rooms for
$390/mo + util. $600imo for Huge
Master. Util. avg= $80. Photo: Model
home. Anette 407-716-0848.
Room available for immediate
occupancyl 5/2.5 home in Ashington
Park. $450/mo incl. utilities, high speed
internet, W/D call 407-737-8312 or email
info@ucfrentalhomes.com Realty Home

,,

,

Located on Lake Bargon.
$320/mo plus 1/4 util.
Call Kevin at 407-470-2370
ACROSS FROM UCF
Nice 3/2 home. W/D, DSL, Furnished.
Walk to Publix, female n/s ·preferred.
$350/mo + dep. Utilities included.
.
Call 407-971-6748

•

Bd avail in big 2/1. Beautiful duplex in
heart of downtown. Spanish tile,
,
stainless steel appliances, tons of
storage space. $500/mo, negotiable, incl •
util except cable. Great male roommate.
'
Lease until Aug. Call 352-262-7421.

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mins from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utils incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886

·"'

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, trash service. First month's •
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
- renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.
DISCOUNTED RENT! Must sublease
immediately! Lease runs through
7/31/05. 1 room for M with priv BA
available in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing.
Shuttle tp UCF included!
Contact Heather@ 561-637-4050

2 MONTHS RENT FREE

.,,

All transfer fees paid for. $485/mo. 4/4 at •
last year's rate. Call Adam @
727-385-6403 or 863,860-6671

WANT FREE RENT?
Are you a responsible female with
leadership skills? RIA exp preferred to
manage a beautiful huge home near
UCF. 6/3, 2820 sq ft, large yard, tons of
storage space, comm pool. If fully rented
all util, cable & internet will be incl. If you
are able to rent out my home to
responsible female students on 1-year
lease you Gould live for free or have
severely reduced rent. Also call me if
you're a female looking for female
roommates in a 4 or 6 bedroom house.
4-bedroom avail Mar. 1st. 6-bedroom
avail April 1st. Rent ranges from
$375-$475/mo. 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com

LookWh ,
Brand Ni ats New
Free tannin:~lnternet Cafe
-Check-out {~e X·Box Sysfem

a

~

Avalon/UCF Area. Almost New 3/2 town
home w/ 2 car garage in Avalon Park.
Very spacious, great amenities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.

ertntral .11oriba 1uturt NOW HIRING
UCF's year-round, award winning student newspaper is searching for:
MANAGING EDITOR: Oversees all aspects of the news and opinion sections. Assigns, edits and
regularly writes news articles and edito!ials and assigns photos. Eligible for pay up to $1,000
per month.
SPORTS EDITOR: Oversees all aspects of the sports section. Assigns, edits and regularly writes
sports articles and assigns photos. Eligible for pay up to $500 per month

D Community Features
· • 24 flour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
·Basketball Court
• Beach Volleyball·Court
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
·Wireless Internet at the Pool·
• Pet Friendly

ame Room

..--.

D Apartment Amenities
·Townhouse Style
•Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining
·Cable TV w/3 HBOs
• High Speed Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors
• Utilities--lnduded

SPORTS REPORTERS• NEWS REPORTERS: Attend weekly meetings, generate ideas and write
articles o.n.deadline. Experienced writers are eligible for pay up to $600 per semester. Entrylevel positions are unpaid.
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with
the newspaper, judged to be the best college newspaper in the state of Florida Leader
magazine. Reporting positions are always available. Search for managing editor and sports
editor will continue until positions are filled. E-mail inquiries to JeffTruesdell at
jeff@UCFnews.com No phone calls, please.

")

WithJts ihrilling rldes, world~class
shows, and unforgettable animal
encounters, it's no wonder jµst a.bou
everyone wants to work at SeaWorld
Orlando! If you're friendly, outgoing, and can
provide world-class guest service, be sure
to attend our:

Saturday,
.February 1

10 a.m. to 3~ p.

Enter the main parking area af!d
follow the sign in the parking lot
to the Ports of Call banquet facility.

College Station Apartmerits offers the finest in student living. Our friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of st1.:Jdying and classes. Jn your free time you can relax in the
svn by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or bifliards. . If the best is what you are
looki~g for, come to College Station Apartments!

Hiring for Seasonal and Part-Time:

•Culinary
• Merchandise
• Operations
(Weekday and weekend availability required)

• Benefits available
• Free tickets to SeaWorld & Busch
Gardens for friends and family
Can't make it to our Job Splas_':!Z,......,-___:
Then apply in person, Monday-Friday, from 9am to 4:30pm or call :

407-370-lJOB,
Where Adventure is lJOB Away!
~n

equal opportunity employer MIF/D/V. workplace.

~~SeaWorld.
ADVENl'URE PARKS

w~w.se.c:n-vo

lci,oo»i.

~~
~~
~[gffi[p)rmr!JmJxiJIJ

$
CJ

HICiH SPEED INTERNET
Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No.other Internet service required.

ALL UTILITIES .INCLUDED
Electrlcity,'water, sewage, alarm,
security, trash, pest control

~

~

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF
No need to drive when you
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

CABLE TV with HBO
Service In all 4 bedrooms
with 60+ channels plu{3 HBO's.

•
•
www.universityho\1se.cotn

l1mi1IlJJ {f1f1f]~
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414 Female or 4/4 Male $425/mol!

Oak Tree Apartments

..

.2 B·edroom I 1 Bathroom
Starting at

By E-mail

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
at Jefferson Lofts. ·
1 room in a 4/4, available ASAP.
Includes cable, Internet, W/D, and all
utilities. Fully furnished room and great
roommates Ill Less than 1O minutes from
UCF. $500/mo. Call 305-775-4119

· a month

Located on AlafayaTrail lfetween Darwin Dr. & Mendel Dr.

...

for as low as $4 a week!

F roomie needed 1bdr/1ba avail. in 4/4
wl 3 fun loving girls @ Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn . All util. incl. except phone.
Cable, ethernet, W/D, gym & shuttle. Rm
avail. now! Lease ends in May. $480/mo.
Please call Kaycee 407-443-5795.

ONE MONTH FREE RENT

595

2 ·Bedroom 12·Bathroom

650
..

•

Female Christian Roommate Wanted!
Pegasus Connection. Furn 4BD/ 2BA.
$365/mo (already includes $100/mo
disc). All utils incl! Lease now - July 31 .
Contact Mandy @ 863-409-4196

Walking Distance to UCF!
Ca11

•f

Village @ Alafaya Club
Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 great
roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John @ 321-217-5264

$$ Willing to Negotiate Price $$
Master BDRM Avail in 4 BO I 4BA
All utils incl, ethernet, W/ D, cable, next to
clubhouse, Fuily furn. Reserve Parking.
Call Bridgette @ 561-542-7646
One large bedroom w/ private bathroom
available in Arden Villas. M preferred.
Pool table in large living room! Move-in
ASAP! $414/mo. + util. 407-492-8451

·a month

Take Alafaya Trail to Solon Dr. Napier's Apartments
are located on the rig ht.

·us Today

321-235-0669
13

OVER~OMES
TO CHOOSE FROM!
.,

SATURDAY
·Feb. 26th 10-4 PM

SUNDAY
Feb. 27th 12-4 PM

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM*'"*•••
8' full slate regulation pool' table,
Dark red felt wood outline
Contact Micah@ 407-923-7379
mmackubin1@atlas.valenciacc.edu

ANNUAL COMMUNITY SALE
7am Sat Feb 26 & Sun 27 @ 3700
Palm Valley Dr, off of N Alafaya Tr. 3
miles N of UCF. Hundreds of items.
Furniture of all ki nds. Small
Appliances. Linens. Antiques &
collectibles. Bake Sale. Also serving
food and drinks. Dealers are
welcome!!!!
Custom-made Computer. 10Gg hard
drive 125 RAM, CD/DVDRW Microsoft
office. Epson Stylus 66 printer, 17"
Dell Monitor. 30 DVD movies. Win
98. Call Lois @ 407-230-9756
ENGAGEMENT RING
18k, white gold, w/ Lg 12 sm princess cut
diamond. $1 200, appraised $1850.
Call Kathy @ 407-366-7655 to see.
For Sale : Double Up Wakeboard w/ new
binding. Designed by Gregg Nelson. In
really good condition. $250 obo.
Call 321-689-6848

..
VOLVO FOR SALE
1991, white 740. $1200/obo.
Good, solid t ransportation!
Call 407-341 -0403
*"*2000 FORD MUSTANG***
Automatic, white w/ tan leather int.
47k miles, great condition.
Asking $9,500 obo.
Call Victoria at 407-304-6434

3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOMES

~:

.

$

~~ER
& DRYER
MUST PURCHASE PRIOR
TO FEBRUARY 15TH, 2005

I

Classifi.eds@UCFnews.com

407-447-4555
By Fax

FIRST MONTH RENT FREEi!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $51 0/mo incl. util.
1 BR wit h private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

-Napier's Apartments

Classifieds in the

c!enttal :flodba 3=uture

Private bath, cable, ethernet, W/D,
utils, shuttle. May 1 - July 31
Call 407-461-9942

•

KNIGHTRO

place~

ACROSS
1 Groups of eight
7 Colors
11 Sch. near
Harvard
14 Share a book
project
15 Sicilian spouter
16 Broke bread
17 Scuffle
18 Make level
20 Choose (to)
21 Rodeo ropes
23 St. Louis eleven
24 Verse work
26 Superman's gal
27 Evergreen
28 River of Pakistan
30 Overweight
31 Spanish lariat
34 l argest moon in
the solar system
36 India/Pakistan
region
37 Hopeful one
40 Headliner
41 Tightly closed
42 Middle East
peninsula
43 Beelzebub
44 Pat
45 lanterns
49 Inhuman ones
50 Not working
52 Hurdle
53 Fencer's foil
55 Full of passion
57 Exist
58 Musician on the
road
60 From that place
62 Abbr. for a bus.
63 Fairy-tale start
64 Add grass to
greens
65 Golfer's peg
66 Cooking vessels
67 On an annual
basis

Blvd & Rouse Rd.)

DOWN
1 Couple with
sixteen arms?
2 Redeemable
. certificate
3 Quizzed
4 Meese and
McBain
5 Cultivate

© 2005Tribune Media Servk:ea, Inc.
All rig hts reserved.

6 Baseball theft
7 German
mercenary
8 Maximum
9 Slaughter of
Cooperstown
10 _Tome and
Principe
11 Indian prince
12 Agenda part
13 Sawbucks
19 Occurring every
third year
22 To date
25 Disfigures
27 Thrifty
29 Alluring women
32 _ -o'-shanter
33 Simpson
grandpa
35 Actor Danson
36 Fastening device
37 Dunderhead
38 Black or White
39 Quiet
perseverance
40 Sacred book
42 Stable seats

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?
We can help you !
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431 ,
TopGradeTutoring.com
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
HANDYMAN SERVICES
Painting, Fence, Minor Roof, and
Home Repairs. No job too small.
Call Brian at 407-405-6871.

2004 HYUNDAI TIBURON GT

MUSTANG GT 2000
Black Ext.!Tan Int. w/ 51 ,000 ml.
28000 ml on new engine, fully loaded
$7000 worth of MODS I asking
$13,900. Cell (n2) 530-5133

Universi

Crossword

$500!
P.olice Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
Black ext/int, all leather, 6 cylinder
auto, power everything, sliding
moonroof, built-in Infinity sound
system, ABS, tint, rear spoiler, only
7000 mi, 6 mos old. Must sell,
$17,250 OBO. 407-341-0643

Univer sity Court, Suite 20.0

407-447-4556
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44 Make movie
46 Nastier
47 Developer's
purchase
48 Fast
51 Ledger item
53 Give off

S l. 3 l. 0 0

54 Long (for)
55 Tuscany river
56 You, to a
Quaker
59 High point
61 NASA's ISS
partner

Music Video Shoot
Seekin.g· camera and lighting persons &
dancers. Non union pay. Info @
www.eyenetworld.com
407-740-7407

Last Minute Spring Break Specials !
The cheapest pack age available !
· 7 nights all-inclusive, $499.
www.needspri ngbreak.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nas?aU
$499! Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

PROFESSIONAL DJ
Madd Vybez Ent. Best on campus Dj's
" You say It - We Play It"
Prvt parties, School events, Clubs, Etc.
407-760-2216
German Tutor Available
To help you with grammar, conversation,
or pronunciation. Lived 5 years in
Germany. Can meet in a public place.
Please call 407-482-4898.

s1agoo 15Davs/ 4Nlghts
s139oo 1 Davs/ 6 Nights
Prices include:

Round·lrip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island al your choice of len resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

Appalachia Travel

Totai New Home Payment

s599 A MONTH

$2,000

WE WILL MATCH YOUR
TAX RETURN UP TO
•
•

1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
Mortgage Payments Behind?
We'll Take Over Payments
Sell your house in 48 Hours
No-Equity-OK/Pay No Fees
Any Condition/Price/Liens
Gall 800-803-6584

WWW.UCFREA,LESTATE.COM
Dedicated to UCF Students/Famllles
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1 ,000-$2,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales f undraiser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Wanted Female Ballroom and Latin
Dance Practice Partner. No exp
necessary. Must be patient. Call for
interview. 407-249-1 368.
Place your ad in minutes ! Call
us at 407-447-4555' o r e-mail yo ur
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

ACOMMUNITY DEVELOPED WITH YOUR IN MIND!

**

UCF/WATERFORD AREA ·*

* Immediate Occupancy

Low Down Payment
Beautiful Clubhouse.
Swimming Pools

*

* Tax Deduction *

*

Recreation Areas
Over 20 Homes to Choose From

HOMES FOR SALE
Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
Adam @ Home Joy Real Estate
(407)275-0633
Your UCF Realtor

truck loading & unloading, packing, trailer
towing (up to 5000 lbs), & m~e services
avail Fri t hru Sun to (or from) anywhere
in FL Email: jsmccracken@hotmail.com

BAHAMAS

PARTY ,
CRUISE
1279!

www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-~86

Includes Port, Hole! & Oeporrure
Taxes, Transfers & Tips!
Re<ogniz.ed In 2002 For
Oolstanding Morketplace Ethics

February 17, 2005 •

teuttal 1foriba 1uture

. What's: it to~ov?
it's a hea·p of

cool pvizes
Graban

Orlando Sentinel
. andenter to win:

.

February 14- Flower Sale
Carnations and Roses will be on sale outs.i de the UCF Bookstore

"

Porqilile mp3 plager, stretch

February 16- Sidewalk Sale
Holiday merchandise will be on clearance outside the .
UCF Bookstore.

Hummer rental,
Festival
gold passes, theme park ,
. passes,

receiveri

~

February 23- Baseball Merchandise Sale
Support the UCF Baseball team with baseball merchandise
on sale outside the UCF Bookstore.

w/year's subscriptio~, cash, Fl ·da
l VIP passes,
~rtable dvd p~yer.. more cash

March 2- Cap and Gown Pre-Order Week
AU diploma frames will be on sate 10% off

Th.e listijs long and the ad is sho;t, so g.o to
s ak for
prize packhge details. Entrg:form$ and official rules inside the Orlando Sentinel every
Wednesday1 Thursday, Friday and Sunday, JarHJary 26 • February 25, 2005 and on

~
l:J
_au&RBBIMI& __ ~ ______·__ .
ENTER AT

ELEVEn

1~. r-· ·101111 - I • ll llDI l<lha+'~ i+ to~ov.? Win a heap of cool prizes! . :
~

I
I
I
I

MRSJ

~

FIRST NAME:

M.I.:

LAST NAME:

HOME PHONE:

SUFFIX

. DATE OF BIRTH: (mm/dd/yyyy)

,

.

No purchase necessary. You must be 18 or older to enter. See today"s Classifieds for official contest rules. You may also enter the sweepstakes without obtaining a newspaper by
visiting the Orlando Sentinel Lobby or going to www or!andosenlinel com/sweepstakes and following the online entry Instructions.- Sweepstakes dates are January 26, 2005 to
February 25, 2005. All entries must be received by midnight (12 a.m.) EST on Saturday, February 26, 2005.

Orlando Sentinel Calendar -

New Look. New attitude. Every Friday.

March 30- Pastel Sale
Buy 2 or more pastel clothing items and receive $5.00 off your
entire purchase.
·
•·I

April .6- Supply Stock Up Sale
Save on selected supplies outside the UCF Bookstore

I

April 13- Knight Knock Out Sale
Buy 2 or more "KNIGHTS" clothing items and receive $5.00 off
your entire purchase

I
I
I
I

April 20- Sidewalk Sale
Selected merchandise will be on sale
outside the UCF Bookstore

,.

DAYTIME PHONE:

March 23- Easter Celebration Sate
Stop by the UCF Bookstore for an Easter Egg with a .gift
from us inside!
·

Bookstore

April 25- Cap and Gown Pick.Up Week
All frames will be on sale

-

Your 011 -<: am p us Sto r e

OrlandoSentinel .com

find out what's on the tip
of everyone's tongue

Ll~DIES

ROXY PM

NO COY.ER
ALL NIGHT
LA DI.ES

PERP TUAL

OPEN BAR

,,

SATURDAYS

TILL MIDNIGHT

EXPERIENCE ORLANDO'S

$7 UNO
$5 GUYS

I.

21
l+

"The energy flows seemlessly
from the danceflooc
to the bar,
· to the V IP rooms.''

HOTIEST LADIES NIGHTJ

l 8+ WELCOME

-Nightlife Magazine ,.

~RQ xY-THuRsoAY
1 LADIES
'EVERYONE GETS IN FREE
I

I

EVERYONE GETS OPEN BAR TILL 12
BUT, NOW YOU GET EVEN MORE!

1
1

1
2\\,~I
3.TURN TAB IN AT DOOR

OpEt~LBAR
till 11 pm
join 200() of Orlando's
beautiful people.
18+ welcome
MTV award-winning

14. RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL

dj•scotty B

I
I

:I ••l•J:.~:~11n:&TrlL.oa1

M!NJMUM 5 GIRLS NEEDED TO OPEN TAB

~ .THURSDAY
l•

J:>llY'

-·----·-~~-

('

No CoVER

\ d¥lfI 11,ls

I

"'

BRING COLLEGE ID OR
PROOF OF EMPLOYMENT
IN THE BIZ AND GET
IN FREE ALL NIGHT

over 21 .:. $5 after 11 pm
under 21 - $5 before l 1pm
$10 after l 1pm

ROXY
saturdoy '
perpetual motion
407 .898.4004
roxyorlando.com
vip

reserv~tions

407.497 AS

')
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URCE FOR ARTS AND ENTERTA
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ON AND O.FF C MPUS

20, Feb. 11 -. Feb. 23, 2005

The New.Roman Times:
Orlando's hottest musical export
.

'fP.anks a billion,
TheatreUCF

.

Celebrate Pet Dental
Health Month
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Hell hath no fury
· like bad cinema
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HAPPENINGS '
The Vtsit asks a billion dollar question about humanity
.

Play about.temptation and
greed opens tonight at the
UCF Cons.ervatory Theatre
TIFFANY FORD
Staff Writer

W

hat would you do for $1 billion?
Most of us like to believe we are ethical ·p eople. We trust that greed would
never cause us to do anything unjust or harmful.
But if $1 billion could save your business, your family, your town and yourself: how far wowd you go?
Would the ends justify the mec:µis?
These are some of the questions that Friedrich
Durrenmatt asks in _h is play The 'Vzsit, opening

.

tonight at the UCF Conservatotjr Theatre. In a way,
this show 'is similar to Greek tragedies, since it raises serious questions about justice," morality and
other related personal issues.
'~though we view ourselves as a moral society,
every one of us might reach a breaking point.. what
we see clearly as right and wrong may become blurry:' commented director Mark Brotherton. Anyone
would jump at the chance to grab $1 billion, but The
Vzsit makes Us question ourmoral priorities.
The play tells the story of a small town that has
fallen upon poverty. Their only hope is sparked
when an old women and former citizen, Claire,
returns with the fortune she has gained in her time
away. Claire offers the crumbling town $1 billion to
rebuild itself: but only if they meet one demand
They must seek revenge on a man from her past, a
well-:s;espected citizen.

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indle are those of the fudividual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in wbole without pennisfilon from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823.-6397 x214 indie@lJCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555,1204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX: 407-447-4556
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John TholllllSOn
SrAFF WRITERS: Joe Anderson, Brett Boncwicz, Dana DeLapi,

CP.
•
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Ashleigh Eisinger, Eli7.abeth Fernandez, Matt Hedgecock, Geno
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There is a comic touch that makes this show
realistic and modern. The play's humorous
moments bring it 'closer to real life. Brotherton said,
"I think it's more absurd than funny..; depending
upon which side of the joke you're on."
But the most intriguing reason to see the The
Vzsit is to witness how people can act on their most
secretive desires.
It's not just about money ~dhow people react
to temptation. The Vzsit confronts a need for
revenge. Everyone regrets something they have
done in their life. But we have also all experienced
an event that has hurt us, ''that we wowd like to see
someone else regret," Brotherton said
So come out t9 the UCF Conservatory Theater to
see what happens when $1 billion comes to town. The
VJSit is playing tonight through Feb. 20, and Feb. 13-27.
Stop by the box office for tickets, or call 407-&23-1500.

'. IN THEIS~(

Vol. V, No. 20 , Feb. 17 -

We really hope we scooped everyone with our massive feature on Pet
Dental Health Month. While Black
History Month and Valentine's Day
deservedly get the most attention in
February, even Groundhog Day outshines Pet Dental Health Month, and
there's something terribly wrong
with t4at.
Robbie Raborn interviews the
president of NORML in this issue,
but he's already preparing for his

•

Arehearsal still from The
Visit, a provocative new ·
play set in povertystricken small-town
America. Playing
through F~b. 27.

Feb. 23, 20 05

next club spotlight. If you want your
club featured in the indie, e-mail Robbie at robbie@theindie.com. Real
Life for Real will return next week;
that much Robbie in one issue would
be too awesome· for mere mortals.
Both love coluinns will return
next week. Also, pick up next week's
issue for a feature on Oscar hmnor
and thoughts on the Razzies (Go
S~perbabies!).

- JOHN THOMASON

AUDITIQN~llt'Nk~
Walt Disney Entertainment is seeking
qualified dance or theatre professionals
for a unique opportunity. This role
teaches existing choreography to
.
. performers involved in Walt Disney World®.·
Shows or parades, on and/or off property.
This role maintains ·a current library of scripts,
blocking 'books, rehearsal tapes, videos and
· music scores to use as tools to maintain show
quality in conjunction with the Show Director,
Choreographer, or Dance Captain. Also, this
role stages and gives performance notes to ~
all levels of performers.

Required Qualifications:
·,
~ .,:

J;~~-?~

Bachelor's degree in dance, related field or
equivalent
·
Proven strong

backgroun~ in teaching dance

,

Demonstrated coaching and leadershfp skills

,

Demon~trated strong organizational and time
management skills

Demonstrat~d

writte~ and verbal

,

strong
communication ·skills

,

Demonstrated ability to hanqle confidential information-

• ' Ability to be flexible with work schedule, including
weekends~ n·i_
ghts an~ holidays
,

Demonst;ated ability to maintain personal flexibility,
strength of movement, and excellent physicq_I fitness
to effectively demonstrate dance skills

,

Demonstrated ability to .learn and retain professional
choreography quickly; as well as demonstrate a-variety of
styles of choreography or direction .clearly and accurately

f'

• ' Demonstrated ability to stay current with the latest
dance styles and techniques
,

-·rHE .uurrEsr 8WIM'W'EARI

Demonstrated ability to accurately nota_te and maintain
choreography and blocking documentation as well as
observe and document performers' execution of
choreography and blocking

• 'Bill~bong

Apply online at: ~W~.disneycareeISaCOm
. Job Search:

our

f3()ft1E auEGK

Staging Specialist

• ()'Naill

0-r by mail at:
.
Administrative Recruitment/Staging Specialist
Disney Worldwide, Services• P.O. Box 10,090
. Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830

bu~ Bo~

3 sepBfBte pieaas . ·

.-

&get the 4th sepBfBte pieae FR££!

Resumes must.be received in ·our office by February 28, 2005.
Qualified applicants will be contacted t o part icipat e rn an
audition and interview. All applicants must be available on
Mar~h 8th and 9th to be considered. .

ft
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. Oviedo Marketplace Mall

407.977.4480

EOE • Drawing Creat ivity from Diversit y • ©Disney

..

""

s&leot pti6ed items·

rfa skat com
UCF location

407.380.7427
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HAPPENINGS
CAMPUS
UCF Wind Ensemble Concert
Feb.17, 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Visual Arts Buildiog
Auditorium
407-823-3243

UCF Symphony Orchestra Concert
Feb.19, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
Visual Arts Building
Auditorium
407-823-5002

Late Knights: Mardi Gras
Feb.19,9 p.m.to 2 a.m., freeforUCF students
Stlident Union
407-823-6471

Black History Month Gospel Explosion
Feb.20,7p.m.to11 p.m.,free ·
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
msc@mail.ud.edu

·DaneCook
Feb. 23, 8 p.m., free for UCF students
UCF Arena
407-823-6471 .

EVENTS
African Americans in Golf
Feb:17,5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.,$10
Orange County Regional History Center
Heritage Square
65 E. Central Blvd.
407-836-8500

Oty Streets Art Show
Feb.17to Feb.19,noon to 9 p.m., free
Church Street Gallery of Contemporary Art
418 W. Church St
407~1557

Council of 101 Antiques Show and Sale
Feb.18 to Feb. 19, various times, $8
Orlandd Museum of Art _
2416N.MillsAve.
407-896-4231

Cookin'
Feb.19,8 p.m.,$30to $40
King Center for Performing Arts
3865 N. Wickham Road
Melboµme
321-242-2219

SNMNMNM, Band Marino, The Go Aways
(indie}
Feb.17,9p.m.,$6
Will~Pub .
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Willtown (rock)

Feb. 20, 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., $10
Forest Lake Academy
3909 ESemoran Blvd
407-862-8411

Feb.17, 10 p.m., free
Central Station Bar
100 ECentral Ave.
407-426-8336

SHOWS

Kristie Deluca (acoustic) ·

Pepper,Authority Zao,BeautNQrts(pglk)

Feb. 18 to Feb. 19, 7 p.m., various prices
Club Paris
122 W. Church St
407-823-7409

Feb.17,8 p.m.,$13-$15
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
.

Orlando Latin American Film and
Heritage Festival

Leave Calmer, Plain Jane Automobile,
Megaphone (rock)

Feb.18 to Feb.20, various times, $5 to $15
D.MAC •
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Feb. 17, 9 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.

The Dexter Romweber Duo, Delusionaires

Feb;l 7, 7 p.m., $8
0-ZoneCDs
1002W.Hwy436
407-862-1002 •

(rock}

Feb. 18, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room·/
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Feb.18, 10p.m.,free
Central Station Bar
100 E. Central Ave.
407-426-8336

Feb.18;9 p.m., $5-$7
Island Oasis
2716 N.Forsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

Union Made, Snafu (rock)

The Used, My Chemical Romance, Senses
Fail,Killswitch Engage, Bleed the Dream, A
Static Lullaby, Opiate for the Masses (punk)

Feb.18,9p.m.;$5
AKA lounge

68EP!neSt
407-839-3707

407-681-671 s
.i.0035 UNIVERSITY·B~VI)~,, O~l.AflDO.,

f

._________
OFF ..

IPllMlcllahl

THURSDAYS

5435. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park• 407-679-8365
Must be 18 to enter,lllr~q~ired--

Blues Jam, 4- 8 p.m.

MOKEE ~;-'"'"'':
FRIDAv···:· · · · ··· · ·. · · · · · · ·
Rvan&Dan

•"Detoxify" Cleaners
.•Hand Bktwn G~ ·
·Scales
• Ceramics/AcrYf1cs
•Hookahs
•Incense/Pipe Oeaner
•Wa!~.~~~--__,___
. _:.~Y.J.~~-ry··· ·

10% Discount with $tqqent ID ·

Ianala

SUNDAY

__,,,,"_,,._.TAVEUN- .

·...... '.···

• Phat Pyrex-Pipes
·Wood Pi~
·Metal Pipes . ·
• S~erlQdtVaubfilers

21+ ID Required
Wllhlamaz

•

FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HA.IRCUTS

CALENDAR ON i5

WEDNESDAYS

Feb.18,5 p.m.,$22.SO
The Edge Concert Pavilion
100 W. livingston St
407-841-1258

407-2~1419

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed
s1-~oo-1

PL£ASESEE

. Blue Collar Addict, InTension, Disypha
(hard rock)

THE BARBER ZONE
.

Feb.18, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070 .

Buddy, The Evidents (rock}

International Food and Culture Festiva!

Birthday Bash with Paris Hilton

The Coiks, 69 fingers, Fish Pocket (indie)

10pm-close
---$3 cover--SATURDAY

Ramez& The
wvnn Brothers .
10Pm-close
---$3 cover---

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS ·A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive --Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

'-ti

•
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Spam Allstars (rock}

Downtown Orlando
Washington Street
321-281-2053

Feb.18, 9 p.m., $8-$10·
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246:-14_19

Lovedrug, isentNinjas, Mas Pan,
Band Marino, Heather Friedman
Band (indie}

FROM

DANE COOK

Feb.19,8 p.m., $7
' Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

.George Strait, Dierks Bentley,
Amber Dotson (country}
Feb. 18, 7:30 p.m., $49.50-$59.50
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W.Amelia St.
40H49-2020

Paul Gerardi (rock}
Feb. 19, 10 p.rn., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Eddie and the SOB's (rock}
Feb. 18, 9 p.m., free
Wing Shack
4644 E. Michigan St.
407-381-4798

ORLANDO LATIN AMERICAN
FILM AND HERITAGE
FESTIVAL

Jayla (acoustic}
Feb.19,4:30 p.m.-6:3_Q.p.m., free
Founder's Square at Aval9n Park
13001 Founder's Square Drive

Kevin Lytde, Spragga Benz,
Triniti (reggae} for''Bob Martey
Reggae Fest''

407-65~565

Berman, Human Factors lab,
Shine, Early Next Year (rock}

Feb.19,3 p.m.-9p.rn;,$25-$42
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Feb. 20, 8 p.m., $5
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Four Tops, Herb Williams &
Gibralter (pop}
Feb. 19, 5 p.m., $39.95-$59.75
Universal 5tudios
1000 Universal Studios Plaza
407-363-8000

Bobbi Jones, Billy Hall, Don
Bla~(jazz}

Danny Spears Band (rock}

Feb.20,2 p.m.-5 p.m.,$3-$10
Moose Lodge 766 .
5001 N. Orange Blossom,Trail

Feb. 19, 10 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
SOOE.SR436
407-834-0069

Audible Campaign, Sound the
Alarm, Megaphone (rock}

407-53~B57

Feb. 20, 8 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Hoobastank, Three Days Grace,
Letter Kills (rock}
Feb. 19, 7 p.m., $17.50-$19.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Sonar, Red (rock}
Feb.20,9 p.m.,$5
Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-9904

NeW Roman Times, Spacebar,
The Party Peos)le (indie}
Feb. 19, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419
i

Feb.21, 10 p.m., $10
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Feb.20, 9 p.m., free
Odin's Den
1335 Howell Br.inch Road
407-644-3588

Horizen (rock}

Feb.19, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-()()69

Damien Martey, Stephen Martey,
Calibe (reggae} for"Bob Martey
Reggae Fest''

3rd Limb, Milka, The Kill (hard

Feb. 20, 3 p.m.-9 p.m., $25-$42
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

. rock}
Feb.19,5:30p.m.,$8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Streetlight Manifesto, VoOd~
Glow Skulls, MU330 (ska}

In This Day, Dark Blue Sun,
Bastard Pie, Skrape (hard rock}
Feb.19,9:30p.m.,$12
Will's Pub
1850 N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Feb.21, 7\p.m., $13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Chariot, As Cities Bum (hard
rock}

Cowboy Mouth, Jason Isbell Trio1
Diablo Canyon, The Legendary
JC's (various}
Feb.19,6p.m.,free
y

Helping downtown Orlando with its
lack of'(IJlture is the Downtown Media Arts
Center (D.MAQ,and from Friday to Sunday it
will be the home of the first-ever Orlando
Latin American Alm and Heritage Festival
(OLA FEST).The event is being co-produced
by both the D.MAC and AWAKENING/Art and
Culture, a non-profit Florida organization.
The opening night reception will
indude a showing of two films (Maria Fuil of
Grace and Almost a Woman), and following
each will be a Qand Asession with the
filmmakers. Three more films will play
throughout the weekend (A DayWlthout a
Mexican, The Take, and Voices in Wartime),
but the festival isn't all about films.
The OLA FEST also indudes music and
dance groups (including many different
cultures), poetry,disrussions and
conferences. Not only will some of these
events take place at D.MAC, but also all
along Magnolia Avenue. So ifyou enjoy thedowntown·atmosphere, but you can never
find anything to do, take ajo~mey to D.MAC
this weekend and get in on some cultured
action.

Bennink Duo (eclectic}

69 Fingers (rock}

Mercy Seat, Mobius (rock}

Dane Cook is coming to the UCF Arena
on Wednesday, but don't worry- he really
is coming this time. Dane was supposed to
be here last spring but had to cancel in order
to tape the pilot for his show Cooked.
. If you don't know who Dane Cook is;then you might want to get,your head out
frOJTI under that rock and check out his
CD/DVD Harmful if Swallowed before his
performance. The show is free for UCF
students and limited tickets will be sold (if
not yet sold oiJt) to non-students for $20.
The doors open at 6:30 p.m., but be sure to
get there early; comedy fans love a good
seat.

Feb.21, 5 p.m;~ $10
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Atreyu, Scars of Tomorrow,
Unearth, Norma Jean (metal}
Feb. 22, 6 p.m., $15
House of Blues
Do~ntown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Our Given Day, Shadow Agency,
Stole Your Woman (rock}
Feb. 22, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070
~

Beep Beep, Fashionista, The lax
(indie}
Feb. 23, 8 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Eugene Chadbourne, Han

...

Feb. 22, 1Op.rn., free
Central Station Bar
100 E. Central Ave.
407-426-8336

..

.
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MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Feb. 6 - 12

Orlando indie darlirigs go national

1. Academy Is...
Almost Here
2. Postal Service
We Will Become Silhouettes
3.Anber1in
Never Take Friendship Personally
4.La~gon

live in a Dive
.S.Eisley
Room Noises
6.Killers
Hot Fuss
7. 3 Doors Down
Seventeen Days
8. Sage Francis
A-Healthy Distrust
9. MaK Broussard
Carencro

10. Various Artists
.
Drive-Thru Records: Pure Volume Concentration
11. Chemical Brothers
Push the Button·
COURTESY FUNKY DUMPLING PR

12. Unwritten Law
Here's to the Mourning

From left: Shane Brown, Dan Owens, Ryan Seagrist and Josie Fluri make up Orlando's latest indie rock sensation The New Roman Times, whose ~ew disc is in record st~res everywhere.

13.TheGame
The Documentary

The New Roman Times, now with a permanent lineup
and a national record, provide hope for Orlando scene

14.John Legend
Get lifted
15. Plain White T's
All That We Need
16. Whole Wheat Bread
Minority Rules
17. Various Artists
TakeAction4
18. Hawthorne Heights
Silence in Black &White
19. Postal Service
Give Up

20. Andrew Bird
The Mysterious Production of Eggs
21. Brian McKnight .
Gemini
22.0neBelo
S.O.N.O.G.R.A.M.
23. Bright Eyes
Digital Ash in a Digital Um
24. Bright Eyes
·1)1) Wide Awake, It's Morning

1

·Hi ~arcourt

·~

.

L

changes and shows in too many cities to
count, the now-s0lid quartet seems ready to
break free of the Disney niold
Owens further elaborated on what it's
n the past, Orlando and the indie rock
scene have gone together about as well like trying t.o make a name for yourself when
as a discu5sion between Sean Hannity you come from a town whose last major
and Al Frankin Sure, there have been a few musical export was 0-Town.
"There is a lot of prejudicial sentiment
blips on the iildependent radar that have
registered from Central Florida, the bright- about Orlando," he said. "The automatic
est being the release of Modest Mouse's connotation is with Disney, and it's hard to
Baron Von Bulls*** Rides Again, the Baron in get past that preconception. You kind of
this case being a live concert recorded at the have to be willing to hav:e some kind ofbackSocial and released nationall~ That, howev- bone; you see people and bands from here
er,·was a rare ripple in an otherwise. serene, that ar~ willing to slag Orlando ... and be like,
smooth lake.
·
'Yea, Orlando is OK,' and roll their eyes ... but
The fact that there has never really been you have to have some kind of civic pride.
''It's just like your family. You want to be
an establiShed Orlando scene, however,
doesn't mean the city isn't .home to quality represented the same way you feel about it,
musicianS. Enter Josie Fluri and Dan.Owens. but when people·find out you're from OrlanThe two provide the vocals for a band do, they're shocked, and we're like, 'Yeah, its
attempting to break the stereotypes associ- really just like any other place, except its hot
as s*** in the summertime, there are hurriated with our fair ci~
The band is New Roman Times, and after canes and we have bugs the size of people.'
a year that saw them opening up for some of But other than that it's just like any other
the bigge.s t names ~ indie rock today, place; tl\ere are a bunch of kids here who
including Death Cab for Cutie, Cursive and want to hear good music and a bunch ofpeothe Rapture, th~y now stand ready to take ple who want to be in bands."
~ Owens and Fluri have been playing
their step onto the main stage with th~
national release of their full-length album music together for the past eight years in
International Affairs, released just last Tues- various projects, but they have spent the last
day everywh,ete. After numerous lineup year...and-a-~f playing as New Roman

CHRIS BOWERS
Staff Writer
'

I

Times. In that time the band has seen members come and go, but with the addition of
-Shane Laden Brown on drums and Ryan
Seagrist on guitar, they've found themselves
a firm quartet With the new additions fully
signed on, New Roman Times has gone
from two people with a handful of songs to a
tight mUltifaceted group on the verge of its
first national_release - in less than two
years.
·
'~t the Death Cab show we played in
front of 1,400 people," Owens said ·" It really
opens your: eyes to how many people are
into music. You see it here on certain scales,
but to see it there, it shows that you really
have to be willing to take it up a notch; you
have to have your stuff together. Overall,
with bands like this, they all like having a
good tiJ.!ie, but when it comes to playing,
everything gets r~y focused and you see a
lot of continuity!' . ·
·
. With a solidified lineup and an album's
worth of songs recorded in studios stretching from Orlando to Los Angeles, all that was ·
needed was a label to put it out. That's when
the town Owens had previously talked so
highly about supporting came back to support the band
·
When Downtown Orlando fixtures
Michael McRaney and Gerard Mitchell,
owners of both the Social and Gerard's hiphop production label Eighth Dimension,
wanted to start an indie version of the label,
PLEASE SEE

IT'S ON i9
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MUSIC
THE MONTH IN SHOWS

· Clockwise from the right:

On Feb. S, Conor Oberst's eyes were bright at the House of
Blues. On Jan. 27, David Bazan roared like a {Pedro the} lion at the
Social. On Feb. 8, Anberlin's Stephen Christian got all emotional at
the Social.
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I pppped this album into the CD player as soon as I got into my car. By the time
I got out of the parking lot, I was already
singing along to Lee's interminably infectious hooks.
.
Hipster wunderkind Ben Lee is back-with the slyly titled Awake is the New
Sleep, an album filled with catchy
acoustic pop ditties, trite musings ori
love (as heard on the track "Gamble
Everything For _Love"), odes to girls who
smell like apple candy and one nineminute long ·exper~ental opus entitled
"Light."
The f~st single "Catchy My Disease"
Awake is the New S/pon is a hand-clapping, feet-stomping, head"'"'Y
bobbing number which sounds like
Genre: alt-rock whitewashed Motown. Whitewashed,
Label: New West because try as he might, Lee can't seem to
Release date: Feb. 22 · lose that l~ting Aussie. accent and also
· because the song contains a shout-out to

BEN LEE

pop-punkers Good Charlotte - "They

TORI AMOS
The Beekeeper
Genre: alt-rock
Label: Sony
Release date: Feb.22

play Good Charlotte on t])e radio and
that's the way I like it."
With Lee coming fresh of the heels of
a very public breakup with longtime girlfriend Claire Danes, one might expect
Awake is the New Sleep to be his breakup
album, filled with stinging lyrics and a
j~g emotional catharsis. However, the
album's overall vibe is . actually quite
sunny, with references to Lee's relationship· popping up· only sporadically, on
"The Debt Collectors" and "Close I've
Come," a jangly, µpbeat number where
Lee laments, ''You broke my f***** heart,
but I want you."
Flirting with spirituality is part of
being a musician. Just as The Beatles
studied under Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
and Madonna throws herself into ancient
Jewish mysticism, Lee explores a more
vague universal connection on ''We're All
-in This Together." This chugging mid-

tempo track features Lee singing, "l'm
made of atoms. You're made of atoms and
we're
in this together." He goes on to
say, "I love you and you love her and she
loves him," but instead-of going on to rant
about how much love stinks, Lee just qui- ·
etly declares, "We're all in this together."
Straying from the pop-rock vibe of the
album is the country-inspired "No Right
Angles," and Lee's decadently long
"Light," a muted jam session which
comes alive with squealing .horns, is
seven minutes. too long. Lee has said· that
Awake is the New Sleep is an album about
waking up, but the length of this track has
rath~r the opposite effect on the listener.
If. you want an Australiari guitarsliriger, ~heck out Angus Young of
AC/DC. If you want pretty acoustic..pop
melodies tailor-made for The WB, pick
up Awake is the New Sleep.

an

-JAIME JOSHI

Longtime fans of Tori Amos have said antly uncomfortable or structured songs Howeve!, these stylistic experimentations
that previeWs of The Beekeeper sound a bit that are excellently arranged Cult fans will are a little hard to swallow. An~exception to
on the "adult contemporary" side. If fans be pleased with many o( these tracks, such - this is the percussive, bluesy "Hoochie
didn't get those notions from 2002's Scar- as "Parasol,"-"Barons of Suburbia," ''Wit- Woman."
Overall, the biggest difference we hear
let's Walk, then the quieter, gentler Amos is ness" ~d "Martha's Foolish Ginger."
Oth~r tracks come off as mediocre,
between this album and many of Amos's
further reinforced on this latest album.
The Beekeeper does not provide much uninspired and entirely forgettable, such as earlier works is that "she is continuing to
pf her old edge, but rather·a sense of diver- the first single released, ·" sleeps with But- mature. No more is she the redhead dancgence. Amos appears to be going in a lot of terflies." This paradox contributes to a dif- ing girl breaking her silence in Little Earthdifferent musical directions with this ficult listening experience _: so it is any- quakes. Now she speaks as a mother and a
album - to be specific, one great, one time a listener feels tempted to skip ·tracks storyteller, spinning the. tales of others
oddly experimental and one rather unin- on an album.
_
rather than defiantly asserting her place. In
spired It's hard to get a cohesive grip of the
_The Beekeeper also takes a turn toward essence, she has lost her edge - however,
work as a whole unless the listener is will- the ·Caribbean and Latin America with · it's impossible·for any artist to keep up an
ing to give ifa few go-rounds. Like all of her some Latin percussion and smooth calypso edge like she once had for over 13 years. But
work, Amos's sense of the female identity rhythms~ Yes, that is correct ..:._ Tori Amos The Beekeeper is still a worthy venture. The
pervades, but this is one of the few connec- singing over syri.copated, slow reggae days where Anios writes songs with lyrics
tive tissues of the album.
beats. Just as Scarlet's Walk reflected 9n a like "I believe in peace, bitch" are long
One direction Amos takes on this album journey throughout the United States,. it gone, but what we _still have is worth hearpoints to her past with some tracks that are seems that songs like ''Jamaica Inn" reflect ing.
either spar5e and. lnake the listener pleas- · on some experience south of the border.
-EMILY JANE scon

· Qµirky songs about sex and drugs can
hold a listener's attention for only -so long,
and Adam Green milks this cow for every
drop it is \ivorth. _Unfortunatel~ ~e lyrical
content on Green's newest full-leilgth Gemstones begins to sound_repetitive and juvenile by about the Seventh track
Gone are the violins and cellos that
helped make "Jessica," Green's odd homage
to Jessica Simpson, a college radio hit in
Gemstones 2003. On Gemstones, the strings are dropped
Genre: indie rock in favor of an organ and electric piano. They
Label: Rough Trade pair with Green's acoustic guitar to give the
album a variety of throwback rock 'n' roll
Release date: Feb. 22 · sounds.
·
Herein lays the_album's saving grace, the
overall variety of music which changes
styles within each song, covering everything
from 1960s doo-wop to early country/western. Green even uses the organ to add some
1970s pyschadelia to 13 tracks whose lyrics
could benefit from the same variety that
makes the music truly enjoyable.

ADAM GREEN

-CHRIS BOWERS

With the initial echoic' twang of guitar,
Iron & Wine's second EP Woman Ki.ng
delivers haunting melodies that are sad
yet comforting. Featuring some of Sam
Beam's best-written material, every song
tells of admiration and his dependence.
on women, both Biblical and real to the
artist. The songs read more like a poem
dissected in ·an English class, with clear
examples of concrete imagery and syinWoman King f P_ bolism, seemingly written by an early
Genre: singer/songwriter Southern poet.
The music throughout the album tranLabel: Sub Pop
sitions
from alt-country· to almost bluesy
Release date: Feb. 22
to a straight-up jamboree, all with the help
of a talented clan of musicians who sneak
in the perfect touches, including an electric guitar that will send shivers up your
spine. Blending his voice with his sister
. Sarah's on a few songs, he creates a harmonious mixture of voices that will.break
your heart but mend it back together with
the actual words. Expect melancholy.

IRON AND WINE

-SARA STOCK
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Laying .down the Unwritten Law in alt-rock
San Diego group's fanbase
grows larger by the year,
but band is still humble

the band very well

But then No Doubt was kinda done, and he
jtiniped at the opportunity to record. For him,
it was a different outlet; he was able to do stuff
he wouldn't be able to do in No Doubt He
came down and laid down eight delicious
tracks..Then Brooks Wackerman, [the drummer] from Bad Religion, recommended Tony
Palermo. He came inand we ended up snatch- ·
ing him, [because] he fit in great with what we
were doing,

· BB: You did the live Yellowstone acoustic
performance for -Music in High Places.
Although some of your "softer" songs include
acoustic parts, rve heard that you don't want
BRANDON BIELICH
people getting the wrong idea about your
Staff Writer
heavier sound?
•
PK: Yeah, absolutely; we went into that emernber that song that hit TRI.. in the first of all, we were asked to do it, and second,
fall of 2002 - "Seein' Red'' or some- it was a challenge for us to do it A lot of peothing-or-other? Remember the band ple were thinking it was a new album, but it
BB: The new video for "Save Me". was
who wrote it? Well, if you answered yes to ~ was just old songs that we did acoustically. done in a style similar to Japanese anime. What
least one of these questions, chances are Thafs basically all it was in its rawest form. It's was the making of that video like?
you\re heard of San Diego's Unwritten Law. kinda like, you know, like artists - There's
PK: We went through that because, first of
But if you thought this group was a one-hit- artists that paint or sCulpt, or do it all. It's just a all, we hate doing videos! We wanted to do
wondei; you better think again
· different medium to get a different result, to something different where we wouldn't even
After "Seeing Red" in 2002, chances are create a piece of artworlc using different medi- have to show up- it would\re been great. We
you11 be seeing- or at l~ hearing-plenty - urns.
wentthrough a Japanese animation company,
more from Unwritten Law. The band's new
.
. .
•
but they were lagging ~n .their part,_ so we
album Here's to the Mourning just hit stores,
_ BB: This being,y0ur sixth album (fifth stri- jumped to a different animation company, a
and the first single "Save Me" is already racing diorelease),whatwasthen:µrlnthingyouwere . German one. They just finished it up and it
up the charts. Bassist Pat Kim was nice enough hoping to accomplish with Here'$ to the · came out great
to answer some questions for the indievia tele- Mourning?
·phone.
PK: JuSt finishing it, really. We wen_t
BB: I've heard stories of some pretty wild
through such a tumUltuous year with losing antics taking place on the road. Do any particBB: Although Unwritten Law surfaced our drummer and just a whole lot ofstuffgoing u1ar ones stick out in your mind? ·
mainstreamin2002, the band has been around on withinourcamp, like [guitarist] Rob having
PK: There's jUst so many, you know? Every
for a lot longer than that Can you briefly a baby. There was just so much emotional stuff tow; there's always something wacky that hapd~thejumpfrom the~dependentscene happening at the time, it was an outlet to us to . pens; there's not :really one certain one I can
to the maiilstream crowd?
focus on music, and at the same time it .was a think 0£ At the same time, [laughs] rm in a
PK: It's not like we really jumped from " big challenge for us just to finish it. We didn't crazy drunken haze [during the events], 'and I
crowd to crowd ... we're playing music ind.is- know what state we'd be in after losing forigi- .don't remember stuH: and I can't [laughs] sit
criminately: •.. we're just doing what we wanna nal drummer] Wade. At the same time it was a here and chooSe one. Basically, we just like to .
do ... it .doesn't matter ifit's'[an] indie label or driving factor for us trying to complete this go out and have fun with the bands we're tourmajo! label Whatever happens happens.
thing; because we all beli~ in this project.
ing with and amoilg& ourselves.

R

BB: Upon initial release, did you think
"Seein'-Red" was the song that would put you
at the top of the charts?
·
PK: Our expectations are high, buf we
don't go into [it] expecting any song to be a
'smash hit,' although we might personally feel it should be ... It did really well [though]. [We
chose that song as Elva's first single] because it
kinda covered a lot of ground It's kinda mell0w and then jumps into rock ... it rep~ted

BB:'As mentioned, you had two "guest
drummers" come in for the making of this
album, and one is now part of the permanent
.
lineup.?
.
PK: Yeah, we had Adrian Young from No
Doubt Our manager is really good friends
with No Doubt, and we\re done [some shows
with them], and we've~ known tliem for a
long time. We actually wanted him to do some
live shows, but he had.No Doubt stuffgoing on

BB: What's next for Unwritten Law? Any
current plans for a tour?
_ PK: Yeah, we've got a big tour comingup in
April with Sum-41, our little brothers in arms,
our Canadian brothers. And just a bunch of

[latenight shows] and radio shows before we
hit the road.

Here's to the Mourning is available -everywhere on Lava Records.
<
·

It's finally the
Times' time
FROM

i6

they turned to their friend Josie Fluri
(who in her spare time is a manager at
The Social). The two asked if they
could put o~t the record by New
Roman Times, both to help their
friends and•establish a new part of
their label So not only does Interna- ·
tional Affairs mark the first national
release for New Roman Times, but
also the first release for the new Social
Recordings label
"It goes back to_ what Owens was
talking about, civic pride," Fluri said.
"fm pretty sure I speak for everybody
when 1 say we are pretty excited that
the label is from Orlando, and that
they are people we know and who
have been bringing great mu(lc here
for years and years. If Michael wasn't
booking the Social, the whole city
would be completely different to me, ·
so.I feel real lucky to be a part of it and
to be a part of something coming out
of Orlando that's not a boy band."
In a town synonymous with major
corporations and overproduction, a
stocy this DIY is a breath of fresh air.
For the story of New Roman Tnnes is
not'just the story of a band on the rise.
It is a story of the testament of friends
working together. A story of people
who know that their city is more then ..
just a mouse and hair gel It is a story
that ends with a beginning. For the
release of International Affairs marks
the birth of a new scene, but more
importantly it proves to those who
may have begun to lose hope that
good music will always find a way.
. The New Roman Times are performing Saturday at the Social with
The Party People and Spacebar. Doors
open at 9 p.m. and tickets are $7.

. Guitar Center Winter Park
520 North Orlando Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
. (4Q7) 975-9119

Shop Where the Professionals Shop!

<President's ©ay Specia{ !
Special Blowout Savings all around the store, plus bring tNs
receipt in and get .a free pack of strings, no purchase·necessary!
Monday February 21st only, D<?ors open 9:00AM to 9:00PM
Limit One per Customer.
·
Only at Guitar Center Winter ['ark, baby!
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Brush up on.pet ·care
Fanious pets give two cents in their special month
JOE ANDERSON

Next we interviewed Jimmy
Carter's cat, Misty Malarky Ymg
Yang. Yeah, we thought the name
n celebration of National Pet was weird too..
.
.
Dental Health month, or what
· JA: "Hey Misty, how are you?
.
we here at the indie call Febru- OK, I don't really care, its just kind
ary, this reporter sat down and of a formality. Anyway, whafs up
talked with a few of the world's with your name? Ifs pretty long for
· most famous pets, both past and a cat''
.
present How did this reporter actuMisty: "Well, fnnmy Carter is
. ally talk to the animals? Well, it's from Georgia and he ~ted to call
kind of a secret, but lets just say me Poteat Jenkins~ but luclcily his
there was heavy consumption of wife talked Jilin out of it ConsiderNatty Light.involved.
ing the choice, Misty MaJarkY Ymg
Yang is much better'
··
First we sat down with the world.JA: "Right ... um ... I gotta gd'
famotis Taco Bell . Chihuahua,
a
known to his owners as Gidget
The following is an excerpt form
JA: ''So Gidget, do you get all the an interview with Edgar Allen Poe's
free tacos and delicious bean burri- cat, Catarina
tos you want?''
JA: ''Tell us Catrina, what is it
Gidget: ·"You know, I wish peo- like around the Poe household?"
ple could see past the whole Taco
Catarina: "Everything is so dark
Bell thing. I am a serious actor'.
and dreary all the time. I wish he
JA: "Oh of course, So what is would open a damn curtain once in
your next project? Something with a while. I mean, it is one thing.to
George Clooney,maybe?"
write poetry ofthe macabre, but for
Gidget: ''Well, sort of.. I am God's sake would it kill ynu to at ·
doing a Doritos ad with this chicle least pretend th~ is a sun?''
that kind oflooks like Cindy Craw. JA: '~you ok?"
.
ford."
Catarina: "Llsten ~··1 gotta
JA: "Very nice.''
go take my Zoloft.''
..
Staff Writer

I

The next interview Wc.S pretty can kiss my little .furry ass. That
hard to set up on account of this ani- whole spay and neuter thing is realmal has been dead for almost 500 ly killing my sex drive.''
.
years, but that magical Natty Light
JA: ''Wow, so much anger for
came through yet again. This next •such a small dog."
piece comes from~ the cat
of all seeing and all knowing Nos- ·
So tharconcludes our feature on
tradamus.
.
interviews With famous pets. It
would have been a little more
JA: "So Grirna1kin ..."
Grimalkin: ''Dude, I already expansive, but two of our interknow what y0u are going to ask me, views didn't work out. The first was
and I am a fairly busy cat so I wrote Michael Jackson's pet monkey (we
down the answers to .an .of your are not making this up) Bubble~,
questions. Here you go .... fo~ Who declined our interview request
eleventeen, Tuesday and Meow due to a gag order issued by a CaliMix. Now I gotta go. rm ·out like the fornia judge. The second actually
materialized, but nothing notabie
deafkid in musical chairs.''_«'--'": ,· .
JA: "That is the coolclt~·~! came ofit Here is a cliP from the .
interview with Whitney Houston's
The final interview we. did was cat Marilyn Miste.
with Pamela Anderson's pug, Foo.
JA: "Say there Foo, whafs with
"Marilyn ... Marilyn ... HEY
the cast on your leg?'; .. -·
MARILYN, will you sit still for a
~ '~tdunili blonde keeps
minUt:e so I eanaskycm a fewquessteppingol,} :nie.J#unn~Igµess she tions? OK, cool So what's it like livjustd~t~,tl1¢:gv~-those 1;riple. ing with Whitney Houston and
:o's.'~ .:· '.: ·· < ·,, ;~. . •. _ .•:··
Bobby Brown? He}r, where yp!l ,
··W • 'X~. Um.t'llllappen. .·wmt ··_going? Is-that .pqw· · --

elSe,isgo~·oi.~t ..

-

mfu..·.

=~
MarllYn-

started.crying and stormed out of
the room.

So ovenill, this reporter
good time hanging
out·with his case.of Natty
Llght and several famous
had . ~

~Untilnext

time;\ ! am
out. _like

- ~~

dered - ~· · o~·
-) , yaa.r Att;le kitcy:
~~s~·-gp ah,ead''
. ·· · t)ose?'!
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Step·by step pet care
With these st~ps,
your pets' teeth
with shine like new

superior lords and ove~ers we
must take it upon ourselves to
ensure that their teeth and gums are·shiny and gummy, respectiv~- _· .·
After all, would you liclc yaU('..::.:_
; ~-lltll9JllllllllJI
butt with a dirty ,
11111
There are so .-.
MATT HEDGECOCK
~your pet's
··
Staff Writer
lar visits to the
o you've decided to brush cl~help. Thereare ,c,
your pet's teeth. Are you types of dog focxi that help" insane?
tartar build-up.
No! Oi'al hygiene is just ag.
Those solutions are for pansies. at an >.
important Witp. our furry compan-, For adventurous pe0ple who aren't
whirring'eiectrtc t -... _. .
ions as it is with humans.
afraid ofgetting their hands dirty to the sort of act that · ca'· . .
m·fuct, according to the Veteri- save afew bucks, cleaning-your pet's thought of ''TERROR! BITE-:AND
nary Oral Health Clinic, periodontal teeth can be done in the comfort of PEE!"
disease affects 80 percent of dogs your own home! No more sterile,
It is a good idea to get your pet
and 70 pei:rent of cats over the age tomb-like vet offices £Or you!
Used
to having your fuce and hands
of three. Problems associated with
around its mouth. Start by rubbing
these diSeases include tooth decay, Step No.1: Select an appropriate time
the outside of its mouth with your
bleeding gums, tooth loss and e'ven
Choose a quiet, relaxing time of fingers. Latei; introduce the .toothdamage to internal organs.
the day when the animal is not paste you will be using to allow
Of course, these ·sorts of issues stressed. Conversely, it is not a good. them to smell it
arise are because neither cats nor . idea to try and brush your·animal's
1 ct~ have opposable thumbs. Does
teeth after letting them run around Step No. 3: Use the appropriate equipthat make them inferior beings? Yes, in the backyard for five hours. Even ment
yes it does. That is why as their worse _is trying to do so ~hile they
Crest Multicare with Fresh Mint

S

Step No.4:Brush!
·Be gentle, you idiot!. D .
cats have claws, and if you areti,t
easy with them they won't be easY
with you. Go slow and try and keep
them comfurtible.
.
Use as &ttle restraint as possible.
Getting.a bull-mastiff in·a headlock
and poking its gums can' mean a
one-way trip to the emergency
room. Hold onto the pet gently but
firmly to~ i~ from running away.
&.
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A hard~hitting pet dentistry confessional
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

home and found it on his bed, he
vie for his attention. The compli- weeks."
ments are all over the place Upon receivmg the news, grumbled something like 'where
"adorable," "cilte," "sweet." Now, Breslin went into shock "I never did this come from?' and tossed
hree months ago, Breslin you can replace those. words thou~t it could happen to me. I the. book aside. F4J.ally, I · just
was king of the neighbor- with "shunned,'' "ignored," and { mean, this is the kind of [stuff] went up to him at).d bit him in the
hood. A loyal pack of "disgrac~d." Breslin has been · that you only read about. I testicles. Not to, you know, con111ii.
d~&'s ~ways hung at recently diagnosed with lym- refused to accept it. Only low- vey a message or anything, just
his. side. The finest · phocytic giilgivitis.
class mutts get hit with this. This out of frustration."
bitches on the
"You'll never understand how vet doesn't know what he's
Why doesn't Bresliri speak to
block would it feels when your friends turn doing."
.
his owner directly about the
contheir backs to you," Breslin said,
It didn't take long for the sting ~problem?
stant- his voice crumbling under the of reality to set in. "I came home
"I thought about doing that,"
ly
emotional weight of his experi- from the office and found my he said. "But, once again, I ~
ences. "Orte day, we were all friends," he said. "I told them dog. I don't have the mental
wrestling together on the about this clown trying to tell me capacity or the necessary vocal
ground. Next day, they . that my grill was ·m essed up. mechanisms to form coherent
wouldn't even share a They all started looking-away. human speech."
bone with me. Just like Couldn't even look me in the
Sadly, his owner's crotch is
that. I haven't even eye."
. the only place Breslin's lips are
- sniffed a backside
It was time for Breslin to take going these days. 'M the neighin three action. "Being a dog, with limited borhood bitChes stay away now.
motor skills and · no regular A couple of months ago, I couldaccess to a toothbrush and tooth- n't eyen beat them off with a
paste, I had to get creative with stick Or a frisbee, or a squeeze
· my approach."
toy, for that matter. And keep in
Breslin attempted to commu- mind: We drink toilet water."
nicate his frustration to his
Unfortunately, Breslin's story
owner - UCF student and is not unique. .Research, co~
aspmng
barbecue
mogul ing of getting licked by ntunerChristopher Moody. "I grabbed ous dogs~ has demonstrated that
his toothbrush off the ·bathroom 'Ye as pet owners need to take a
counter and brought it to him. serious turn on this issue.
He was real impressed with my
"Every single day I wanna cry,
dexterity, but he missed the but I can't," said Breslin. '~ I
underlying message I was tryfug can do is chew on things, barkto convey. The next day, I snuck and relieve myself on my
into the UCF library disguised as owner's best furniture. I just
a Board of Trustees member and hope that he'll get the hint evensnuck out with Pet Dental Health tually. I can't live with offensive
For Dummies. When he came breath anymore."

StaffWriter

T
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Local pet vets get involved
Pet stores, hospitals
offers speci$. and
tips on dental care
· .EMILYJANESCOTI' .
5qff-

~

that· .Valen~ ·
' ~t~~f
-·

are likely to make people pay Ip.ore
attention to their pets' teeth.
"This is a promotion for the
month of February," said Carissa
Whitley of the Chickasaw Animal
Hospital. Thisparticularveterinary
practice is offering a 10 percent discount on pet dental plans during
~ month of February. .The plans
include teeth cleanings for all pets.
But th~ savings don't stop there.

~-J";Stb
_t:_·~be-~... ,· This ·hospital is atso offering a 10

.· ~;

percent discount'.Qliatartar control

:~~£~~~cts help
-:.~- searCh '_-t>n- ifjitSfuart.oom
createa-: ·.
,to )>roniote.the.Pet 'r¢ve~ ·that ;moSt ' ~ biscuits,
.dentistry bllsiness.
·iiic:lttdiJ;l8 the popular Milk-Bone
&ds,, -

Of ~~~is
: the p~mr any·iriol)th Of Cel~

brationJust:as clever comm~
on VHl surely make people more

~ of Black History during this

month, deals on pet dental plans

brand, can help reduce and prevent

tartar for dogs, but this tartar control diet is an entire line of food
products designed to help reducetartar.

·

·

It seems as if many pet o~ers

are taking full -advantage of this
month of awareness. On separate
occasions, the friendly folks at Banfield Pet Hospital at the PETsMART in Waterford Lakes were
too busy treating animals to
answer questions about what
they're doing to celebrate the
month.
As with most other ~lebrapgn
months, the promoters of Pet Dehtistry Month don't want awareness
of pet dental health to end on Feb.
28. When asked if there were any
other promotions for this month,
Whitley said, ''It depends on the
doctor; sometimes the discounts
are extended through other
months." So while it's always a
good idea to participate in saviDgs
and awareness months like this,
even if you wait until March, you
might still get in on the joy that is
Pet ~tistry Month.

This ·is what it's .like when worlds Collide
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

s ~ video gamer for 17
years, I've eJ\Perlenced
my fair share of games I
~sess about for weeks and
months at a time. But until World
of Warcraft, I had never experienced a game that forced itself ·
into my life.
When I rock myself awake in
a dull lecture class, I turn to find a classmate playing Wo Won his
laptop. When I grab something
to eat in the student union, I find
four guys playing WoW together,

A

huddled around a. table covered
with laptops. 'When I read my
regular Web comics, I find strips
.M}d news posts devoted to Wo W.
When I
past my roo:i;n- .
mate's desk, I see elves, tiny be~
and :mechanical squirrels moreWoW.
The gaming industry is also
buzzing about the success of
World of Warcraft. According to
a Blizzard Eµtertainment press
release, the game sold more than
· 600,000 copies and had more
than 200,000 simultaneous play-·
ers during this past holiday season. It has become the fastestgrowing massively multiplayer
online role-playing game, trounc~ the Everquest behemoth.
Although Wo W has received

walk

Lea~ing

ROBBIE RABORN
Staff Writer

C

game genre.
The Warcraft universe con':"
sists of familiar fantasy staples
such as elves, dwarves and, of
course, ores. The central conflict.
surrounds a war between an
alliance of humahS, elves and
other good characters ~t a

horde of ores, trolls and other
.evil creatures. Sound vaguely
familiar?
The Lord of the Rings influence is certainly there, but solid
gameplay is what made Blizzar4
and Warcraft famous. Blizzard
has taken one of the most slow-

a NORML.life·with marijuana reform
use of marijuaria. Matt and I met at
the lazy Moons eatery for what I
like to call '~ interview with the
president of NORML." Pretty
clever, huh?

In the fight for pot

legalization; the
stakes are high.
Very high.

COURJESYBLIZZARD

numerous accolades including
game of the year awards, it is the
first MMORPG Blizzard has
attempted. But Blizzard's past
reputation with hits like Starcraft, Diablo an:d Warcraft'
ensured a strong fan base,
despite dabbling with a foreign

paced, cumbersome and inaccessible game genres and retooled it
the only way they know how by making it fun for everyone.
Wo W adds the structure and
pacing of a single-player RPG but
maintains the .freedom and community appeal of any good MMO
game. Gamers can travel epic
journeys and battle alongside
their allies for .hours, or they can
fish for a few minutes and chat
with a friend in-between classes.
Unlike
other MMORPGS,
gamers finally get to decide how
long they wish to play - the
game doesn't force players to sit
down and play for hours before
they can progress and call it a
day.
To top everything off: Blizzard
developed an amazingly scalable
engine that lets average computers play the game as well as hardcore gaming machines. Rather
than bogging .down game performance ·with top of the line
graphics and gimmick technolqgy, ·the developers set lower system requirements and instead
designed vibrant, highly scylized
, art rather than compete with the
ultra- ealistic resource-hogging
graphics engine of Everquest II.
For those craving a Might and
Magic· kick, you can't do much
, better than Wo W. Just don't let it
take over your life.
·

'

RR: What are your top three
responsibilities as president of
NORML? .
MC: I run the meetings. I oversee what other officers are doing.
And I work to create awareness
for the club.

heck this out I totally got to
do this sweet interview
with Matt Coyle, the presiRR: What is your least impordent of the marijuana laws reform
club of UCF. To sum it up in a . tant respoilSlbility? ,,
dime bag, NORML (The National
MC: I guess to make the group
Organization for the Reform of full.
Marijuana Laws). is a lobby group
thatclaimsrofightforhuman
RR: Are you, as president of
rights involving the responsible NqRML, issued secret service

protection?
MC:Nah.

RR: About how many UCF
students are currently iiivolved in
the club?
MC: We have 40 to 50 paying
members ($15/semester), and
about 50 more students randomly
show up to meetings.
RR: When and where does
NORMLmeet?
MC: Usually every other
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in· the Student Union. The next meeting is
February 23~ On Sundays, we meet
at3 p.m. on the Memory Mall lawn
for Ultimate Frisbee.
RR: Are any eve11-ts coming to
town that NORML-curious stu-

dents would want to consider
checking out?
MC: We got Reggae· Fest,
Langerado and the Stoner
Olympics coming up. Oh, and
we're gping to Tallahassee to
lobby to our congressmen.
RR: Stoner Olympics?
MC: Yeah. We're going to play
Ultimate Frisbee and some other
sports that I forgot
RR; Do the "high" ranking
members receive nicknames like
."Ganja Slave" or "Hemp Fairy''?
MC: Well, my nickname is
"MC. Dirty Cletus." There's also
''D. P****" and "J. Tits:'

RR: Are you going to introduce

yourself as "M.C. Dirty Cletus"
upon meeting · with the Florida
congressmen?·
MC: Probably that wouldn't be
a good. idea. Oh, we're also taking
16 members to California for the
2005 NORML c;onference. You
have to be a UCF student, a paying
member ofNORML and you have
to be involved with promoting the
~lub.

RR: ... and you have to smoke a
lot of pot
MC: Not nece~y.
RR: Let's pretend that
NORML announces "Mission
Accomplished" - the laws have
PLEASE SEE TOO ON i13
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'Too manypot smokers stay in th~ closet'
FROM

shirts.

i12

RR: What do you say to somebeen reformed. What .will you do one who iS opposed to changing
marijuana laws or who does not
then?
MC: If marijuana is legalized? understand y0ur plea for reform?
MC: One thing is that last year
·I guess change NORML to the there were 755,000+ marijuana''UCF Weed Club."
related arrests. 1bafs more than
RR: What is the platform for any other crime. The cost to the
NORML?
·
·
public for arresting these f'ing
MC: Three things: recreation- people is crazy. Also, this 19-yearal use, industrial hemp, and · old guy got arrested for pc)t posmedicinal use. The latter two are session, and this dude raped him
what we try to focus on.
the first weekend .he was in
prison. That should open skepRR: I'm sure that industrial tics' eyes.
hemp and medicinal use are sig_ RR: I'm sure it will. Do you
nificantly important to college
~on having children?
students.
MC: I guess.
MC: Yeah. Well, some probably.
RR: What age do ·you want
RR: If I sold you two kilos of them to start using marijuana? MC: Well, 18 sounds about
cannabis and you, in tum, divided
that into 450 joints at which you right I likeJiow Johnny Depp says
Sold for $10 apiece, how much in he's going to have his kids smoke
.dollars would Doritos and Hun- it at home with his superviSion.
gry llowie's pizza profit?
RR: How many ~b Marley tMC: First of all, lwould never
·
sell drugs. ASide 'from that, it shirts do you own?
MC: Actually, I don't own any,
would be a lucrative market for
but I do have a lot of other pot
the munchies merchants.

RR: Does UCF NORML have
a minimum GPA requirement?
MC: No, but that ·probably
wouldn't hurt We have geniuses
and RAs in our club. Even a for- ·
mer me~r of our club is currently running for SGA vice president ·
RR: Any final thoughts?
MC: Just realize that NORML
is a lobby for people who use
marijuana The AARP, the retired
people, have the power to change
laws because there· are so many ·
members. · Thirteen million
Americans are daily pot users. If
one-third of them would join
NORML, then the marijuana laws
would be reformed almost
instantly. I was at a conference for
NORML in San Francisco two
years ago, and a ·speaker talked
about how-pot smokers are like
gays and lesbiails who are in the
closet They need to come out of
the closet ·and join.
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RR: Did they mention anything about gay pot smokers? ·
MC: I don't remember.
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COMING TO DVD - FEB. 22

Heart Huckabees
more on new set
Also, turn up the Heat fo~ a
deluxe edition 'of Mann film
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

i·

I

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Feb. 11-13
All dollar figures in millions
RANK• FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE ·WEEKS IN RELEASE • SCREENS

Reeves' ·latest Constantine
is a-constant piece of crap

1.i~$43.1

$43.1 •One week• 3,575
2.Boogeyman- $10.2
$32.8 ·Two weeks• 3,052
3.Are We There Yet?- $8.2
$61.3 •Four weeks· 2)110
4. Million Dollar Baby- $7 A
$44.9 • Nine weeks • 2,035
5. Pooh's Heffalump Movie- $5.8
$5.8 • One week· 2,529
6. lhe Wedding Date- $5.S
$19.4 ·Two weeks• 1,704
7. Hide and Seek- $SA
$43.4 ·Three weeks· 2,525
8. lhe Aviator- $4.7
$82.3 • Nine weeks • 2,196

But when Keanu ·says 'Go to hell,' he literally means it!

C

$52.8•17weeks•1,619
10.Meetlhe Fockers-$3.S
$269.9 ·Eight weeks• 1,883
SQll'ftl;E:AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. All\FAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of
theOpera(PG-13)
12:50 3:50 6:40 9'50

Are We There Yet? (PG)
12:10 3:007:209:4012:2Ga

Assault on Precinct 13 (R)
4:407:3010:10

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:004:008.'()()

Bffause of Winn-Dixie (PG)
12:20 3:207:3010:2012:50a

Tue Boogeyman (PG-13)
12:303:101:io 1:so 9'5010-Jo 12:1oa
Constantine (R)
12:001:101:304:004:30 5:00 7:007:408:1010:00
10:4011:3012:.SGa

Finding Neverland (PG}
9'.20 12:00a

Hide and Seek (R}
12:40 3:30 6:409'.3012:30a

Hitch (PG-13)
12:301:001:30 3:404:104:50 7:007:408:1010:00

•

. .:-.€-

•

correct. A perfect example is a scene where
Constantine puts a glass over a spider, then
proceeds to breathe smoke onto the spider.
onstantine is an epic mess of a propor- Thinking the spider to be dead, the scene conspider is seen
tion so large Warner Brothers will be tinues. Later in the scene,
counting the corpses 'left by this film alive and well. Moral of the scene: smoking
long past its theatrical run. It's· a painful film keeps spiders healthy?
lbat microcosm of CQnstaritine perfectly
that is sorely filled with genre cliches, ha~ dialogue, uninspired direction and a production closes a glass house around the rest of the
so· massive it needed seven credited produc- film, where good battles evil but nothing ever
e~.
really happens.
In the midst of this mess, Keanu Reeves
Director Francis Lawrence and cihematogstars as John Constantine. John gets his kicks rapher Philippe Rousselot create a hell that,
by removing demons from bodies. He had while interesting in concept, is lacking in exe.some sort of e}'{perience as a child that led to cuti9n. Shown as hotter than hot, the . hell
him realizing his great place in this lo~ely Keanu must sometimes travel through does
world
, not seem to affect him at all physically. There
In the middle of all the hellraising, Con- are glimpses at what the devil has at work here,
stantine has lung cancer and is friends with a but fa matiy ways hell is actually less intimilittle boy. While these two elements are intro- datjng then Earth is in this fihn. Rousselot, who
duced in the open4ig 10 minutes, they are left has been Tim Burton's cinematographer for a
by the .wayside for almost an hour before numberofy~now,knowshowtoworkwith
being conveniently being picked up again in special effects, but in Constantine nothing on
the climax and concl\Ision of the film.
screen iS ever that special; it's placed solely
For a man who should never speak at all, thete for effect. Screenwriters Kevin Brod.bin
Reeves is given entirely too .much dialogue. and Frank A. Cappello have written a screenEvery word out of his mouth is meant to be a play that would haVe been served better left to
zinger but instead comes across as a bit of a rot on a shelf or to keep a door from slamming
zanger. Rachel Weisz, who must have taken in to a wall evefy time it is flung open..
this film out of some sort of contractual obliWith its Chinatown-esque poster, Constangation, is adequate in her dual role of twins · tine reminds one of the films of yesteryear.
Angela and Isabel Dodson. Weisz's mvolve- Though probably not intentional, Constantine
ment in the film actually lifts the pedigree for is proof that the story is what should always
a moment until Peter Stormare shows up as a come first in filnupaking. Without a good
story, a Cast and crew can be revealed for the
laughable _$atan.
Constantine is a studio film trying to be people they really are sometimes, and that's
edgy but desperately wanting to be politically not what anyone is paying for.

BRETT RYAN BONOWIU

Staff Writer

9.Sideways-$4~

PLEASE SEE

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

In case you couldn't tell it from those Matrix sequels, Keanu Reeves proves here that he's all washed up. Rachel Weisz is in the tub.

.J Heart Huckabees: S,ecial Edition _
One of the more interesting entries
from 2004, I Heart Huckabees, a film that
deals with issues of consumerism is
coming to DVD in two editions: one a
single-disc version and the other a fullfledged two-clisc special edition.
On disc one, Huckabees fans can
expect to hear audio commentaries, the
first by Director David 0. Russell and .
the second with Russell jpined by stars
· Jason Schwartzman, Mark Wahlberg and .
Naomi Watts. Disc two includes alternate scenes, deleted scenes, outtakes
and a featurette called Inside Look (In
Her Shoes).
'"
. . Also on disc two: a Charlie Rose Show
excerpt with cast and crew, behind-thescenes footage and the featurette I Heart
Huckabees Production. The requisite
trailers, TV spots and photos from the
produdion wrap up this set in the finest ·
cellophane.

MOVIE TIMES ON i1.7
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Heat: Special Eillff<fn

.

.Ten years after its initial release,
Michael Mann's crime epic Heat comes
to DVD for the second.time in this twodisc special edition.
The disc includes commentaity by
Mann, 11 additional scenes, three theatrical trailers and five new making-of fea-.
turettes. The featurettes include True
Crime (inspirations for the movie),
Cnme Stories (the history.of the screenplay), Into the Fire (Pre- and post-production), Pacino and De Niro (Anatomy
of the on-screen conversation scene)
and Return to the Scene of the Crime .
(Revisiting Los Angeles IO-years later).

Get Shorty: Special Edition
Just in time for the theatrical release
of its sequel Be Coo.l, Ge~ Shorty comes
back to town in a new special edition.
This DVD includes commentary by
director-producer Barry Sonnenfeld
and three new featurettes: Get -Shorty:·
Look at Me, Get Shorty: Wiseguys and
Dolls, and Deleted Graveyard Scene.
Danny's No-Cut Day outtakes are sure
to be a blast, as well as a Get Shorty
party reel.
More enlightening should be the
"Page to Screen of Get Shorty" Bravo
specia\, and last and always least, the
theatrical trailer. Buying this double dip
also includes a free movie ticket to Be
Cool (valid thru Mar. 25) .

MOVIES
*****

DVD REVIEW

Anew
DVD of the
original

X-man
Malcolm X 2-disc edition
is an essential purchase
MIKE FERRARO
Staff Writer

I

n honor. of this month's Academy
Award ceremony, let's talk about 1992,
the year the Academy slept. Just as
Malcolm was one of American History's
most important and influential African
American leaders, Spike Lee's Malcolm X
should be col1Sidered equally as important
in cine:rpa history. The Ac2Qemy, however;
.thought otherwise. The film was denied
both Director and Picture nominations,
and of the _two nominations it actually
received, Denzel lost the Actor category to
Al Pacino's blind performance in Scent ofa
, Woman. Not only was Pacino's character
blind, but so was the Academy, which may
be the exact reason why it was he they
looked.up to.
Malcolm X begins with one exuberant
crane shot of downtown Boston, setting up
the film perfectly. Lee later transforins iuto
a Steadicaµi shot that follows Shorty,
played by Spike himself; walking through
downtown Boston It is a bold and ambitious sliot that couldn't begin this epic story
any more perfect.
Malcolm Little (Denzel Washington) is
then introduced, at a point in his life when
he was drug addict, pimp, hustler and thief.
At that time, he didn't think he would ever
amount to anything. Not oDly did Malcolm
lose bot:h parents at an early age (his father
was beaten to a bloody pulp and left on
street car tracks, and his mother was put in
an asyluin), but he was also put in an allwhite school It was the 1940s, and while he
gqt some· of the best grC;ldes in the class,
Malcolm lost motivation after telling his
.teacher he wanted to be a lawyer, to which
· his white teacher repijed that a lawyer just
wasn't an accomplishable goal for a black

man.

..

Shortly after that, he drOps out of school

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

and begins a carefree life of drugs and
crime. It doesn't last long, though. When
Malcolm is in his early 20s, he and Shorty
get arrested for bulglary and sentenced to
10 years: It is ·in prison .where he meets
Baines, a man dedicated to the teachings of
Elijah· Muhammad~ and he teaches Malcolm·about the Nation of Islam; Malcolm
becomes enraptured by the knowledge. He
changes his last name _to :X, a name symbolizing the history and culture both he
and every other A(rican American was
robbed of ·when they were stolen from
their home land for the use of slavery.
The rest of the film follows Malcolm as
he goes from one extreme (claiming there
could never be· a smooth integration
between whites and blacks in this country)
to the other. Near the end of his life, he journeys to Mecca (the holiest city of Islam)
0

c

and discovers that people of all races are
joined together without hatred and prejudice. Malcolm never saw anything like this;
he just came from a country that was going
through one of its most ignorant and hateful time periods. He returns a changed man
and from then on he is eager to work
together with all groups of people looking
out for equal rights for African Americans.
Unfortunately for Malcolm and the rest of
us, this tnmsformation comes too late; he is
assassinated, proving o~ country just wasn't ready for an integrating cliange.
The DVD is also chock full of extras the 1972 Oscar-nominated documentary
Malcolm X, deleted scenes, commentary
with Lee and other members of the crew
and By Any Means Necessary: The Making
of Malcolm X, which includes interviews
with Lee, the late Ossie Davis, Martin

The Academy loves to ignore Spike Lee's contributions to
cinema, even when they involve prestige pictures like Malcolm X. Denzel Washington, above, lost to Al Pacino in 1992.

Scorsese and others, chronicling Spike
Lee's determination to tell this story in full,
an idea Warner Brothers wasn't exa8:1y
susceptible to - making it worth evecy
penny.
Do yourself a favor. If yc0u'Only buy one
DVD or'view one picture this year, strive to
make it Spike Lee's powerful and epic
biopic of Malcolm X Reading the biography it is based on, The Autobiography of
Malcolm X as told to Alex Haley, would
also prove beneficial. We should never forget the ignorance of our country that only
took place a mere 40 years ago. Everyone
should know the story of Malcolm ~ by
any means necessary.
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Gooding, Foxx
switch souls
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

amie Foxx made four movies that w~re
released in 2004. Cuba Gooding Jr. made one
movie in 2004. This year, Jamie Foxx is nominated for two Academy Awards, one for Best Actor
in Ray and one for Sµpporting Actor in Collateral
Inl996 Cuba GoodingJr. made a movie called Jerry
Maguire. In the film he played football star Rod
Tidwell and won an Oscar for it At frrst glance the
two· actors might not seem to have very much in
common Both are black. Both can be funny. And I
think that at some point, right around 1999, they
swapped careers ... and possibly souls.
. Cuba Gooding Jr. began his career makirig serious films like .Boyz N the Hood and A Few Good ·
·M en While he did dabble in the occasional comedy, like Lightning Jack, he was taken as a serious
actor.
Jami~ Foxx began·his career as a stand-up
. comic. His frrst films included The Great White
Hype and Booty Call.. At some point, right around
the time Foxx was making Any Given Swulay and
Cuba Gooding Jr. was making Chill Factor with
Skeet Ulrich, that the switch was made.
Gooding would now make the.new booty calls
and they. would have names like Srww Dogs and
Boat 1J¥>. Foxx, on the other hand, would get the
prestige pictures like Ray and Colkiteral He would
still do the occasional comedy, but the critics
would let that slip by; a serious actor needs a break.
every now and again
~t's as if a genie came out and putted a Thiding
Places-type switcheroo. It just makes too much
sense. The timing is just right The careers have
almost completely swapped Though I do not
know if these men have ever met before in a
restaurant setting or party atmosphere, I could see
the plot of the film of this theory played out much
in the way of Freaky Friday, only Cuba's plight
would be titled Freaky Decade.
1hlthful1y, even a hex on his soul doesn't begin
to explain the decisions that Cuba has made in the
last decade. Snow Dogs. Radio. Instinct. Chill Factor.
Pearl Harbor. These are the choices of a desperate
man This is a man who has lost his essence and
needs to make a choice about who he is at this
point in his life. A year younger then Jamie Foxx,
. Gooding peaked a little bit too early, but the good
·news is that Oscar loves a comebafk. Pin sure
somewhere do~ the pipe lies Gooding's own
Ray, a film that will inspire the masses and cause
old white men everywhere to cast their ballot in a
Gooding waY- Let's just hope his next film is .in the
Ray caliber and not Ray-Di.o 2: Blind Football
· This ·is a warning to Jamie Foxx. You have
something good right now. More than once you've
said this is the best year of your life, and that it just
keeps getting better and bettei: Well, iffate has any- ·
thing to do with it, or if another genie has a wish to
grant, rd start watching the projects I take. That, or ·
. I'd do like Cuba should've done a long time ago: ·
· Fire my agent and burn every last copy ofRadio.
·

COURTESY MGM

Jake La Motta: the thin years. Ayoung and skinny Robert De Niro, right, would go on to gain 60 pounds to play the fiery LaMotta in his waning years.

The.bull may rage ... better than ever .
Ragi,ng Bull still potent_in loaded, much-needed DVD re-release
MAfT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

.
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he 77th Annual Academy Awards has yielded yet
another Best Director nomination for Martin Scorsese,
this time for The Aviator, his wonderful biopic of
Howard Hughes. This will either be Scorsese's first golden
man or his fifth snub.
Appropriately timed with this occasion is MGM's rerelease of Ragi.ng Bull in an attractive two-disc set
Ragi.ng Bull is a dramatized account of the life of boxer
Jake La Motta (portrayed by Robert De Niro). La Motta is
physically tough but ·emotionally self-destructive. Every
time he succeeds he immediately spoils his achievements by
physically or verbally assaulting the people closest to him - ·
usually his brother Joey (Joe Pesci) or his wife Vicki (Cathy
Moriarity).
The film traces La Motta's career through the Middleweight Championship-bout and his ultimate decline into
a life of gluttony and dysfundion. De Niro, against all
advice, packed on 60 extra pounds to ~ccurately portray the
aged, portly La Motta. Though all of the acting in the film is
first class, De Niro steals the show, giving a career-defining
performance.
However, the best aspect of the film is Scorsese's flawless
cinematography, which flawlessly captures the grace and bru-:
tality of the sport. Great pains were taken to ensure that every
shot of every fight was perfect, and it shows. Every drop of
sweat, every spurt of blood, every jaw-shattering haymaker is

experienced by the viewer via Scorsese's camera. It is an outright crime that he was hot awarded an Oscar - the fights in
Raging Bull are the best ever put on film.
Perhaps the innate greatness of the fights lie~ in how Scorsese storyboarded them. As he is admittedly not a sports fan,
·Scorsese opted to write the fights as he would a piece of
music. The result is a film that is extraordinarily violent, yet
also poetic and lyncal.
Aside from boxmg, Raging Bull is also a period film which
pays homage to the boxing cultur..e of the 1940s and 'SOs. The
entire film is shot in glorious black and white - partially
because color prints from the late 70s and early '80s faded
notoriously fast, but also to evoke the old boxing telecasts,
which were always in black and white. Scorsese also brings
his first-hand knowledge of ·postwar New York to create a
truly immersive environment for his characters to interact
within.
Though·some double-dips can be painful exercises of crass
commercialisin, Ragi.ng Bull has. been long overdue for the
fancy treatment. MGM has been kind enough to provide three
commentaries - one with Scorsese and editor Thelma
Schoonmaker, one with cast and crew and a third with writ..ers Mardik Martin, Paul Schrader and the real life Jake La
· Motta (now very old):
.
The second disc has four featurettes on the making of the
film as well a full-length "making of' feature that seems to
have been imported from the British DVD release.
Ragi.ng Bull is arguably Scorsese's fmest film, but there's no
room for argument about the new DVD - it's a must buy..
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Put.yo' weight on.this classic Blaxploitation DVD box set
--------.-------. Former stand-up
coniic Rudy Ray
Moore stars as the
gun-toting, snazzily
dressed Dolemite.
He's a wisetalking
vigilante out to take
down a corrupt gov- ,
emment in Do/em~~
a classic example of
Blaxploitation camp
and an alternative to
the safe-by-comparison Shaft.

Dolemitc and The Human
Tornado highlight zany
urban humor and action
JOSH STRASSNER
·Staff Writer

Put yo' weight on it!" For th~se
who don't know about Rudy Ray
·
Moore, here's a little something
about him.
Moore put together a stand-up act
where he played Dolemite, and with his
infamous "toasts" became the "King- of
Party Albums." In the mid 1970s, he put
together enough money to make
Dolemite. Cinematic histofy was made.
A boxed set, dubbed Officially Disapproved by the Man, ·came out a few years ago and contains seminal Blaxploitation
films such as The Human Tornado, Petey
Wheatstraw, the Devil's Son in Law, The
Disco Godfather and of course Dolemite,
along with others. ·
Moore's work is defmed by comicstrip action scenes of exaggerated martial arts and terrible dubbing. His representation of black urban characters and crooked local government devised to
colorful language encapsulate an era keep his community oppressed. Dolemite
emulated by many of today's entertain- ' is filled with enough crazy sayings to
·ment figures (Snoop Dogg, Beastie Boys, have you and your friends busting on
Blink 182, Sublime, and more).
each other for months.
Dolemite, named afteftlfe main charThe Human Tornado is considered the
acter, ·features classic toasts (early rap) sequel to Dolemite, and is just as good, if
and a storyline defmitive of race rela- not better. Dolemite is chased from a
tions in urban America during the 1970s. small Alabama town after the white sherDolemite ·is framed and later released · iff catches his wife with Dolemite. He
· Wider the order to stop Mean Willie narrowly escapes and jacks a car to drive
Green, a rival pimp who took over to Los Angeles, where his club, being run
Dolemite's club, The Total Experience, by Queen Bin his absence, is being taken
from destroying the streets with drugs. over by Cavaletti, the local mob guy. The
Along the way, Dolemite un,ravels the rest of the movie involves Dolemite and
' '

Hurricane Annie saving his club and·
kung-fu hookers from Cavaletti. The
stunts are all done by Moore, including a
naked dive off a hill, which he shows
again to make sure the audience sees it.
You have to see how Cavaletti gets his in
the end.
Petey Wheatsttaw, the Devil's Son in
Law is based on an old folk tale. Petey is
granted wishes from the Devil by way of
a magical cane. When the Devil comes to
collect Petey's Soul as payment, Petey
tries to fool the Devil by making a mask
of himself and putting it on ~old drunk.
The Disco Godfather revolves around

disco, crime and good ol' angel dust. It's
not as groundbreaking as the others, but
still amusing.
Rude is entirely devoted to Moore's
stand-up act, and it's funny as hell. It's
badly dubbed, horribly produced and the
lighti.D.g is terrible, but the jokes are right
on.
Though Moore can sing, Live at the
Wetlands is defmitely a filler to rounq.
out the set, as is his bio, The Legend oT
Dolemite.
But dori't be a no-business, born insecure, rat-soup-eating muthaf***a. Go get
this set!

MOVIE ~iMES
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the Opera (PG-13)
12:20 3:30 6:40 10:05

10-3011:3012:50a

Meet the Fodcers (PG-13)
12:20 3:30 6:409:4012:20a

Million DollarBaby(PG-13)
12:50 3:506:5010-10

Pooh's Heffalump Movie (G}
12:001:002:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 7:10

Radng Stripes (PG}
12:10

Sideways (R}
12:40 3:407:1010:40

Son of the Mask (PG}
1:104:207:009'3012:00a

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
1:20 4:307:5010:1012:30a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANDO AVE.;407-()28-0163

Andrew Uoyd Webber's The Phantom of

Are We There Yet? (PG}
12:30 2:55 5:208:1010-30

The ~nation of Richard Nixon (R}
12:05 2:25 4:55 7:15 9'3512:00a

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:254:00 7:4511:20

Because of Winn-Dixie (PG} 12:152:505:308:0510:45•

Being Julia (R}
12:00 2:40 5:1~ 7:5510:25

Boogeyman (PG-13)
1:003:155:408:2010:35

Constantine (R}
12:451:403:55 5:00 7:058:1510:1511:30

Finding Neverland (PG}
1:154:106:459:2512:10a

Hide and Seek (R}
5:1010:45

Hitch (PG-13)
12:351:101:45 3:35 4:15 4:45 6:50 7:20 7:509:40
10:1010:4012:35a

Hotellhvanda(PG-13)
12:403:406:409"3012:20a

Meet the Fodcers (PG-13)
11 :50a 2:30 8:00

, Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:55 4:057:1010:20

Pooh\ Heffalump Movie (G}
11:50a 1:503:505:45 7:409:4511:50

Sideways (R}
12:50 3:45 6:55 9'50

Son of the Mask (PG}
2:204:507:309'5512:25a

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
12:10 2:35 5:057:3510:0012:30a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL ONEPLEX
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS OTYWALK,407-354-5'1)8

Are We There Yet? (PG}

1:203:456:108:4011:10

12:35 2:45 5:00 7:309'5012:05a

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)

Assault on Precinct 13 (R}

12:40 3:25 6:209:2012:15a

9:0511:40

Because of Winn-Dixie (PG}

Pooh\ Heffalump Movie (G}
1:l5 3:205:10 7~10

12:45 3:05 5:358:1010:35

Sideways (R}

Boogeyman (PG-13)
12:30 1:402:30 3:40 4:30 5:40 6:30 7:50 8:35 9"55
10-50 12:00a

Coach Carter (PG-13)

1:15 3:55 6:35 9"3512:20a

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
12:50 3:15 5:45 7:5510:1512:25a

1:304:257:2010:30

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE

Constantine (R}.
12:2512:551:251:552:55 3:35 4:05 4:35 5:,30 6:15
6:451:15 8:05 8:559:2510:0010:4511:3512115a
12:40a

Hide and Seek (R}

1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-()2CJ-1088

Bad Education (NC-17)
3:45 6:30 9:15

D.MAC

2:05 4:206:409:0011:20

39 S. MAGNOLIA AVE., 407-'1)2-1200

Hitch (PG-13)

Latin American Film Festival

12:201:001:45 2:15 2:50 3:304:15 4:50 5:25 6:05
6:50 7:25 8:00 8:459:3010:0510:4011:3512:10a
12:35a

Meet the Fockers (PG-13)

-

See www.dmacorlando.com fur films and times.
Alllistr!dtirne50refortheWeekendandsubjedt1u:hange -
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NEAR-LIFE EXPER~ENCE

Mmmbop:
A·V-Day
horror tale

INDIE ROBOT

roday's-Idiots Making -News
l.
{

I

Behold a week's
smorgasbord of
·blatarit stupidity

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

~

A

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

W

hen I'm bored I like
to play a little game
called "reading the_
news." It's amazing how entertaining simple news · stories
can be when you realize thaf
the world is, as far as I can tell,
. inhabited by idiots. With that
in mind I'd like to share just a
· few recent examples of Idiots
\\laking News.
What wotild ·have been
James· Dean's 74th birthday
was a few days ago and the
SOth anniv~rsary of his death
is nearing. Apparently, there's
to be_ some sort of "worldwide
celebration" of Dean (it all
sounds pretty flimsy to me.
Something about cities staging theatrical versions of his
movies. Pretty lame). Part of
this "celebration" will involve
putting his iinage on two
NASCAR racing cars this year.
Images of a man who died
~e driving too fast? On
multiple racecars? . Wow.
Classy: Almost as classy as a
ham sandwich named after
Mama Cass.
I ;recently saw a quote from
good ole :p. Diddy attempting,
perhaps, to explain his '~dopt
A Honky" program: "Bruce
· [Willis] is a member of the Rat
Pack with me, Ashton [Kutcher] and Jamie Foxx." Uh, no.
Dude, you ~an't just up and
call yourself the Rat Pack.
That's the kind of nickname
~t other people s~ould give
you. It's up to the general public to decide, "you guys are
suave, talented, and sophisticated. We dub thee ... the Rat wa5 ·one from Yahoo! about
Paclc!" What you did Diddy, is Rolling S_
tone's list of the milakin to some schmuck off the lion greatest songs: "Round-:
street t$ng a tour through ing out the top ten are 'Vibrathe White House and sudden- t~ons' by the Beach Boys,
ly deciding that he's president. 'Johnny B. Goode' by Chuck
Hmm. Bad example ...
Berry (news), the Beatles'
In a case of morons writ- 'Hey June,' Nivana's 'Smells
ing, instead of morons in the Like Teen Spirit,' and Ray
news, one of my favorite para- Charles' 'What'd I Say."'
graphs ever from a news story
Now, nowhere previously

.-

s defined by Marcel Proust in his
voluminous opus Remembrance of
Things Past, involuntary memory
is that memory which we have no control
over, and therefore is more powerful than
voluntary memory, which can be easily
distorted and rewritten. Involuntary
memory is an absolute truth and can't be
easily removed. When you hear a word
and associate it to a moment, or think of
your grandmother when you smell a
cookie, that's your involuntary memory
kicking the ass of your consciousness.
My involuntary memory works in
weird ways and is musical ~ nature. I
hear a particular song on the oldies station and I am automatically taken back to
those Tuesday night therapy sessions.
The Les Miserables original Brq_adway
soundtrack takes me back to being 10 and ·
scrubbfng my mother's toilet. There are
days a few sedatives and a shotgun would
be nice to make this madness stop, but
what_can you do? Your involuntary memory is a paqpf,.you and helps define the
unique way in which you view ¢.e w~rld. .
I view.the presence of my involuntary
memory optimistically, that is until
THAT ALBUM comes on. When those 13
affectionate songs of·bubblegum start
playing on heavy rotation in the depths of
my cerebral cortex, it's not enough to
wrestle with the idea of being Ernest
Hemmingway, "if you catch my drift.
How ironic that the first song be titled
"Thinking of You." The mere thought of
thinking of it is like sipping from the cup
of insanity itself. That keyboard solo to
start immediately brings to mind ·the
pedestrian melodies of Journey's "Don't.
Stop BelieVing:' But this is much worse.
That was the mullet-tinged cheesiriess·of
the '80s, a time when I was but an infant.
After 10 seconds of those elevator keyboar~, .the song jump starts With some
simple drumming and a -guitar riff that
pulled itself out of Don Johnson's bowels, _
and shortly after, those first vocals chime
. in: "Have you ever stood outside a picket
fence/You could see through but you
can't get to the inside/I sit there and
wait/I -look at you and anticipate/What
we could be and what we could do."
I can't help but sit there and think of
what I could do if I weren't so weak. Turn
.off the CD player probably. But I can't.
Not now. Not ever. This is my C\l!Se. The

l

COURTESY WARNER _
STUDIOS

in the arti&le did they mention
"Good Vibrations," so t guess
I'm to assume that the Beach
Boys have a long, 1ost song
called "Vibrations" that is ·
bloody brilliant. Same for the
Beatles and their until now
tµlheard-of "Hey June." And I-don't know who the hell
Nivana is, but I'm guessing
she's some tall, Scandinavian

model/singer. The forgotten
member of (N)ABBA, perhaps?
My favorite headline of the
past two weeks: "White
House Seeks Ban on Religious ·
Tea.." See~ apparently there's a
church in New Mexico that
believes that therr Brazilian
-

-.

PLEASE SEE

FIND ON i19

PLEASE SEE

ANYTHING ON i19
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The Internet! Now with more .religion
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

obviously on par with cannibalism. How about Lilo and Stitch?
It has "revealing swim wear" and
"pushes dress inhibitions."-OK..
In other news, Star Wars
includes "offense . to God"
because "The Force" challenges
God'sWtlL

Staff Writer

G

enerally, this column
tak~s a look at the most
bizarre, depraved comers
of the Internet. Still, sometimes
we have to turn around and take
a look at the right side of things
too. ·Religious folks congregate
online as much as everyone else,
sharing the medium also inhabited by pornography demon-strating the violation-of more
"holiest of holes" than they ever
knew existed A little religion in
peoples' lives can sometimes be
a benefit, but when things get
-overly fanatical, ·they become
the target of mockery for the
more normal citizenry's amusement.

The Watcher Files .
http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/

CAP Alert
http://www.capalert.com
CAP has long been another
mainstay link of Internet comedy, generating new amusement
on a timely basis. The Childcare
.Action Project exists to analyze
' movies and other media, posting
reviews of their content from the
Christian perspective S©-parents
can find the most wholesome .
films to show their kids. Ultimately, parents aware of what
their children are watching
should be lauded, but clicking on
any review .in the collection
finds the fanaticism lurking
within._Let's check out Blade:
COURTESY NEW 1.J NEONEMA
Trinity, now out on video. It contains 69.5 examples of violence hour rating of swear words in a . deserves to be on the list with
and 35.3 examples of foul Ian- movie. Its lowest-scoring movie, equaj place:rp.ent to "chasing
American Psycho, includes ''two prostitute with a chainsaw." It
~ guage per hout. Someone actually sat·there and used a tally sheet abbreviatfons of 'Christmas' also lost points for ''punk dress"
and a stopwatch to find a per- without 'Christ"' That ob~ously and ·"homosexual . presence,''

• Ever notice how many crazy'
conspiracy theories are based in
religion? This site reveals "bible
codes" that tell of the coming
UFO invasion. In large fonts that
con~tantly change color, it
details how the Grays and the
Reptilians are possessing world
!eaders. . Apparently,
Ted
Kennedy is a shape-shifting alien
and Hillary Clinton is "the next
clone project." I don't know
what that means, but there's a
bad Photqshop of her head on a
cow. It also features photographic · evidence showing. how the
wrinkles in Bill Clinton's cheek
indicate that he is also shapeshifting before our very eyes.
According to this, the current
War U,. Iraq has something to do
with an alien transport device
called a "Stargate," buried in one
of the Iraqi deserts. Also, Sept 11
was orchestrated by some guy
called the "Black Pope,'' who
controls the CIA, the NSA and
the Freemason.S. Still, the main
question plaguing me is: Why do
all conspiracy sites have the
worst Web design ever? It
sounds like some sort of conspiracy.
I think I will fire up FrontPage
and make a terrible Web site
about it

'Find religion' with hallucinogenic tea
FROM i18

hallucinogenic tea is central to
their religious practices and rituals. Hey, if a couple hundred
people want to get stoned - eJi, I
mean, "find religion" - by
drinking some voodoo tea, or
whatever, more power to 'em.
But trust our· esteemed president to keep our nation safe
from the evils posed by ... tea
consumption.

•

And now, can someone
please explain to me why some
people would seriously complain about Paul McCartney's
halftime show for referencing
"California grass" in "Get Back"?
Does our society have nothing
better to do than become outraged ov~r a song that's over 35
years old? Personally, the only
time I got nervous with the show
was when he started taking off
his jacket. And when he handed

his guitar to a member of the
audience ... what if they got a
wood-grain splinter? Who
would explain that to the children? The grass thing, though?
Didn't even register on my radar
as something that should upset
any sane.person in the viewing
·
audience.
The only thing that comes to
mind when hearing that people
have complained about something so trivial, is Jhat they're

•

•

•

looking to get themselves in the
paper. They can then show the
press clippings to all of their
friends and have a warm, selfnghteous glow ~bout how they
oppose "immoral material" in all
of its guises (sa~ innocent song
lyrics and special tea). You
know, because serving humanity
by volunteering at a soup
kitchen would involve cleaning
up chicken broth. And that
would be sticky.

•
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An~rth~ri,

' ·J Ll.l.J..lJ.g

but those
Hansons!..._
1

FROM
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chains I forged in adolescence ,
have turned into catchy hooks
that grip at my ears as jf they
were rusty pirate earrings.
· On to track two. As has been
mentioned 1by the song's writers, the incomprehensible title
signifies a transition in time.
Every time they sing that magic
word lt's a shift from one place
to another. This was the first
The one
song of theirs I heard
that plucked away most of our
innocence. The sloppy virgin
kiss. The one we'd like to take
back
But the acid taste of nubile
lips will always bum. And the
song will always take me back
there. Keep me from moving
forward. Try moving. Thy progressing. I build up my hopes,
my aspirations. MMMBOP,
they're gone. I fmd that strength,
overcome the fate of Sisyphus
and push that boulder down the
side of the hill, once and for all.
MMMBOP. It rolls back
~
As you might have surmised
by now, the album in question is
Hanson's Middle of Nowhere,
and because of it;I'll never have
a peaceful Valentine's Day. I'll
never be truly happy. And; like
all great curses, fll get used to it
to the point that I go to it. It
doesn't come to me. It doesn't
have to. It has festered a hole,
. and will ·stay there, rotting
everything decent within me.
Why? That's a question for n~xt .
week To be ~ontinued

,.
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